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Executive summary 
Aurecon Australasia Pty Ltd (Aurecon) was engaged by Transport for New South Wales (Transport) to 
prepare this Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI) to support the environmental and planning requirements for 
the Henry Lawson Drive Stage 1A Upgrade works. A total of 1.3 kilometres (km) of Henry Lawson Drive will 
be upgraded between Tower Road and Keys Parade and an additional 480 m along Milperra Road to the 
Newbridge Road Georges River Bridge tie in (the site).  

The proposal spans approximately 1.3 km of Henry Lawson Drive from Tower Road to Keys Parade in 
Milperra, 22 km south-west of the Sydney central business district (CBD). The investigation area also 
encompasses an additional 480 m along Milperra Road and the Newbridge Road Georges River bridge tie 
in, south of the Bankstown Airport.  

This Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI) has been prepared to assess the existing risk and potential land 
contamination impacts within and near the proposal footprint. It will support a Review of Environmental 
Factors (REF) being prepared by Transport under Division 5.1 of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) and an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) being prepared under 
Division 4.1 of the EP&A Act.  

The REF has been prepared for the majority of the proposal area, where Transport can approve works under 
the State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2008 (referred to as the ‘REF proposal’). However, 
as part of the proposal is located within areas mapped as coastal wetlands under the State Environmental 
Planning Policy (Coastal Management) 2018, this part of the proposal is deemed designated development 
and is subject to an EIS. The work within mapped coastal wetlands is referred to as the ‘EIS proposal’. 

The objectives of the PSI are to: 

 Identify the potential for past or present activities to have impacted the subsurface at the site and the 
immediate surroundings to identify Areas of Potential Environmental Concern (APECs)  

 Develop a preliminary Conceptual Site Model (CSM) to provide a preliminary, qualitative assessment of 
the potential risks to human health and the environment at identified APECs (if any) assuming an ongoing 
land use as a road corridor and considering nearby land uses 

 Identify relevant management and mitigation measures to address potential risks to human health and the 
environment including a recommendation for any additional investigation/s that may be required 

 Fulfil one requirement to address the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements (SEARs) in 
relation to assessing the potential risks from potential soil and groundwater impacts 

Based on the desktop information reviewed, available previous reports and information obtained, the 
conclusions are summarised in Table ES-1 which includes the relevance to the REF Proposal and/or the EIS 
Proposal.  

Table ES-1 Conclusions for the REF proposal and EIS proposal areas 

Conclusion Relevant to REF 
Proposal (Y/N) 

Relevant to EIS 
Proposal (Y/N) 

Site Physical Setting and History 

Henry Lawson Drive and Milperra Road were constructed sometime 
between 1951 and 1961 and have remained road corridors since. The 
identified coastal wetlands appear not to be disturbed over time.  
The Bankstown Airport, located the north east of the proposal alignment, 
was constructed during WW2 and has remained an airport since that time. 
The surrounding land use has been increasingly developed with a mixture 
of low density residential and light industrial/commercial. The Georges 
River is located directly east of the proposal area. 

Y Y 

The proposal area lies in a flat floodplain area for the nearby Georges River 
and is underlain with poorly drained and low permeability soils. Several 
drainage channels carrying runoff underneath Henry Lawson Drive were 
identified during the site inspection to drain directly toward the Georges 
River. 

Y Y 
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Conclusion Relevant to REF 
Proposal (Y/N) 

Relevant to EIS 
Proposal (Y/N) 

During previous environmental investigations 20 soil samples were 
selected for laboratory analysis from one borehole and six test pits along 
Henry Lawson Drive and Milperra Road. Preliminarily screening of the 
analytical results against relevant criteria in the National Environment 
Protection Measure (NEPM), amended 2013 and PFAS National 
Environmental Management Plan (PFAS NEMP) indicates concentrations 
were below human health screening criteria. 

Y N 

Areas of Potential Environmental Concern (APEC) 

A former landfill abuts the proposal area to the south where the Flower 
Power Garden Centre is now located. Previous investigations indicated 
elevated COPC concentrations in soil and groundwater as well as elevated 
methane and LFG concentrations (Geologix, 2012). In 2012, Council 
required a RAP be prepared and implemented to render the site suitable for 
the intended land use as the Flower Power. Council also required a SAS 
and SAR be prepared to verify that the remediation and validation works 
were completed in accordance with the applicable guidelines and 
legislation. 
Aurecon could not locate documentation on the extent of remediation or 
any validation works conducted after 2012. However, the Flower Power has 
since been constructed so it is reasonable to assume that remediation and 
validation was completed. 

Y N 

An operational petrol station is located along the commercial shopping strip 
at the intersection of Milperra Road and Henry Lawson Drive. 

Y EIS Area 1 only 

Bankstown Airport is located to the north east of the proposal alignment 
and historical practices could have impacted the soil, groundwater and 
surface water across the site. The airport is currently listed as a potential 
Per and Poly-Fluoroalkyl Substances (PFAS) source area by the NW 
Environment Protection Authority. Additionally, the Bankstown Airport is 
also listed on the Defence unexploded ordinance (UXO) database and 
unexploded ammunition and other associated risks may be present within 
the airport and surrounding areas. 

Y EIS Area 1 only 

Onsite fill materials observed during Aurecon’s site inspection were noted 
to contain evidence of car oils and fuels from spills and car accidents along 
the road shoulder. 

Y Y 

A portion of the proposal area is in an area of high risk for encountering 
acid sulphate soils. These areas are in the south west near Auld Avenue, 
and the north west portion of the REF proposal and in EIS proposal Area 1. 
The risk of encountering ASS/PASS in these areas is from soils from 2-4m 
are disturbed.  

Y EIS Area 1 only 

Conceptual Site Model (Source – Pathway Receptor Linkages) 

The Chemicals of Potential Concern (COPCs) associated with the APECs 
identified above include: Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH), benzene, 
toluene, ethylbenzene, total xylenes, naphthalene (BTEXN), polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), heavy metals, polychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCBs), organochlorine and organophosphorus pesticides (OCPs/OPPs), 
PFAS, asbestos and ASS/PASS. Note that not all of these COPCs are 
related to all of the APECs identified above.  

Y Y 
 
ASS/PASS in EIS 
Area 1 only 

If COPCs are present, the potential pathways by which they could be 
mobilised to a receptor include migration from soil through storm, surface 
or ground water. If impacted soil is disturbed, a human receptor could be 
directly exposed through dermal contact, inhalation or ingestion.  

Y Y 

Under the current site conditions as a road corridor, it is highly unlikely that 
a human receptor could be exposed to impacted soil or water, if present. 
During future construction activities, it is possible for workers to have 
incidental exposure to impacted soil or water if it is present. If impacted soil 
is mobilised to off-site areas, it is possible that off-site human receptors 
could be incidentally exposed.  
There are likely a range of potential ecological receptors in and around the 
Georges River and potentially in the coastal wetland areas. Surface water 
and groundwater are also potential receptors of impacted soil or water, if it 
is present  

Y Y 
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Conclusion Relevant to REF 
Proposal (Y/N) 

Relevant to EIS 
Proposal (Y/N) 

Risk Assessment 

It is understood that approximately 184m3 of spoil material will be produced 
for the REF proposal. Additional spoil will be produced for installation of the 
bridge piles for the new bridge duplication over Milperra Drain. However, 
the pile design details have not yet been finalised and therefore, the 
volume of spoil produced during their installation is unknown at this time. 
Groundwater will also likely be encountered during installation of the piles. 

Y N 

There is still a risk that impacts from the former landfill at 479 Henry 
Lawson Drive may still be present at measurable concentrations within or 
near the proposal area. Impacts from the former landfill could include 
encountering wastes, COPCs in soil and groundwater, LFG and landfill 
which could become exposed and mobilised into the environment during 
construction. Contaminated groundwater may still be present and migrating 
toward Georges River. 

Y N 

It is understood that approximately 0.9m3 of spoil material will be produced 
by the EIS proposal 

N Y 

The risk of encountering COPCs in soil at concentrations above the Tier I 
screening values in the REF proposal area is considered low to moderate. 
Given the small volumes of soil waste anticipated to be produced, any 
impacted soil can be managed through standard excavation and off-site 
disposal methods. 

Y N 

The risk of encountering COPCs in groundwater at concentrations above 
the Tier I screening values in the EIS proposal area is considered low. 
Groundwater management measures have been identified in the separate 
report, Groundwater Impact Assessment (Aurecon 2021). 

Y Y 

Bankstown Airport is listed in the Department of Defence (DoD) UXO 
database indicating there is a potential for UXO to be in the REF proposal 
area. Given the development between the Airport and proposal area since 
WW2, it is unlikely that UXO is present. However, it cannot be completely 
discounted. Correspondence from the DoD indicates there is a very low 
likelihood of UXO being encountered and if there are any small ad-hoc 
disposals are unlikely to be High Explosive in nature. UXOs are not 
considered to be an issue for the EIS proposal areas.  

Y N 

There is a high probability of encountering ASS/PASS in certain areas of 
the REF and in EIS proposal area 1. However, it is unlikely that soils 
between 2 and 4m will be disturbed during the proposed construction 
activities. If ASS/PASS are disturbed, there are standard practices that can 
be employed to manage the ASS/PASS 

Y EIS Area 1 only 

 
The following environmental management measures are recommended for the overall proposal. Note that 
these recommendations are applicable to both the REF and EIS proposal areas (unless otherwise noted): 

 As part of the detailed design phase of the proposal, a Detailed Site Investigation (DSI) should be 
undertaken near the APECs showing a moderate risk of COPCs at concentrations above the Tier I 
screening values The scope of the DSI should be detailed in a Sampling Analysis and Quality Plan 
(SAQP) which should include collection of soil, groundwater and landfill gas samples near moderate risk 
APECS. The scope of the DSI should be in accordance with the NEPM 2013 and analytical results 
compared to the applicable Tier I screening values in Schedule B2 of the NEPM 2013.  

 Analytical results from any spoil requiring off-site disposal should be compared to the concentrations in 
the NSW EPA Waste Classification Guidelines Parts 1 to 4 and Addendum 1. If natural soil is disturbed, it 
may meet the definition of Excavated Natural Material and the analytical data should be compared to the 
concentrations and requirements in the ENM Resource Recovery Order and Exemption under the 
Protection of Environmental Operations (Waste) Act 2000. 
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 A Construction and Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) should be prepared prior to construction 
commencing. The risk of potentially impacted soil migrating from site during construction, including dust 
generation and runoff can be minimised by utilising standard practices such as dust suppression, and 
erosion and sedimentation control. Other controls should include proper use of work health and safety 
(WH&S) equipment and monitoring of works where asbestos or other contamination is identified. The 
CEMP should also include an Unexpected Finds Protocol (UFP). 

 If soils between 2 and 4 m are disturbed (within the REF proposal and all EIS proposal areas), an Acid 
Sulfate Soils Management Plan (ASSMP) should be included in the CEMP. The ASSMP should be 
informed by the results of the Detailed Site Investigation that would include the identification of presence 
and extent of ASS/PASS, particularly around the proposed bridge duplication works over Milperra Drain 
near Auld Avenue.  

 Prior to any ground disturbance at investigation locations directly west of Bankstown Airport property 
boundary, investigation planning will incorporate an appropriate risk assessment to determine the 
likelihood of the presence of any UXOs and detail any additional management measures if required 
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1 Introduction 
Transport for New South Wales (Transport) is proposing to upgrade Henry Lawson Drive between Keys 
Parade, Milperra, to Tower Road, Bankstown (known as the Henry Lawson Drive Upgrade Stage 1A) (the 
overall proposal). The proposal consists of upgrading a 1.3 kilometre (km) length of Henry Lawson Drive 
including intersection upgrades and an additional 480 m along Milperra Road to the Newbridge Road 
Georges River Bridge tie in (the site). 

This Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI) has been prepared to assess the existing risk and potential land 
contamination impacts within the proposal footprint. It will support a Review of Environmental Factors (REF) 
being prepared by Transport under Division 5.1 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 
(EP&A Act) and an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) being prepared under Division 4.1 of the EP&A 
Act.  

The REF has been prepared for the majority of the proposal are, where Transport can approve works under 
the State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2008 (referred to as the ‘REF proposal’). However, 
as part of the proposal is located within areas mapped as coastal wetlands under the State Environmental 
Planning Policy (Coastal Management) 2018, part of the proposal is subject to an EIS. The work within 
mapped coastal wetlands is referred to as the ‘EIS proposal’. 

This PSI has been prepared to satisfy requirements in the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 
Requirements (SEARs) number 1438. Due to the proximity to coastal wetlands, potential ground borne 
contamination sources identified were investigated through desktop searches and a site inspection to 
evaluate potential impacts to downstream and sensitive environments during construction of the road 
upgrades. Where potential environmental impacts have been identified, suitable mitigation and management 
measures were also outlined. 

An overview of the site layout and the REF and EIS proposal areas is presented in Figure 1-1.  

1.1 Proposal background 
The proposal forms the first stage of the progressive upgrade to 7.5 km of Henry Lawson Drive between the 
intersections of Hume Highway, Villawood, and the M5 South Western Motorway, Milperra. 

The upgrade would help ease existing traffic issues and increase traffic capacity at key intersections to help 
meet growing demand, with residential, commercial and industrial development in the surrounding area 
expected to increase in the coming years. The upgrade would be delivered in three stages. 

Subject to approval, construction of the Stage 1A proposal may commence in early 2023 and would take 
about two years to complete. Other stages of upgrading Henry Lawson Drive would be developed and 
assessed separately in the future. 

1.2 Proposal location and setting 
The overall proposal is located around 20 km south west of the Sydney central business district (CBD) in the 
City of Canterbury-Bankstown local government area. The proposal is mainly along Henry Lawson Drive and 
includes intersection upgrades at Tower Road, Newbridge/Milperra Road and Auld Avenue. 

Henry Lawson Drive is a key connection for traffic moving between the Hume Highway, Milperra Road/ 
Newbridge Road and the M5 Motorway. It is also used for local travel trips between residences and services. 
In terms of heavy vehicle access, Henry Lawson Drive is designated as a B-Double access route that 
connects surrounding large industrial areas of Milperra, Revesby, Chipping Norton and Moorebank. 
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Figure 1-1 Proposal Area extent 
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The overall proposal is located to the east of the Georges River and surrounding recreational areas. There 
are a number of coastal wetlands within and surrounding the proposal associated with the Georges River.  

Located to the south west of the overall proposal, is a residential area with detached housing and sporting 
fields and passive recreation areas. To the south east, is the Bankstown Golf Course and urban bushland 
areas. North of Milperra Road, land use comprises retail and commercial development that backs onto the 
Bankstown Airport, which is currently being redeveloped, all of which access Henry Lawson Drive via Tower 
Road. North of Tower Road is the Georges River Golf Course. 

1.3 Proposal overview 

1.3.1 Key features of the REF proposal  
Key features of the REF proposal include: 

 Widening Henry Lawson Drive from two to four lanes  

 Upgrading the signalised intersection of Henry Lawson Drive and Tower Road including:  

− An additional right turn lane from Tower Road onto Henry Lawson Drive 

− A new channelised short left-turn lane from Henry Lawson Drive (southbound) onto Tower Road  

− An additional right turn lane from Henry Lawson Drive (northbound) onto Tower Road  

− Retaining the pedestrian crossing across Henry Lawson Drive on the southern side of the intersection  

 Upgrading the signalised intersection of Henry Lawson Drive and Milperra Road /Newbridge Road 
including:  

− An additional right turn lane on the Milperra Road and Newbridge Road approaches to Henry Lawson 
Drive  

− An additional through lane on the Henry Lawson Drive southbound approach  

− The removal of the bus only lane on Milperra Road to provide an additional right turn lane on the 
Henry Lawson Drive northbound approach 

 Removing the dedicated left turn slip lane into the ALDI and fast-food area with access being retained via 
a standard property driveway  

 Retaining the existing bus stop on Milperra Road (eastbound) and moving the westbound bus stop 20 
metres to the west  

 Altering access to Auld Avenue to a “left in/left out” only configuration 

 Installing a new Henry Lawson Drive road bridge (over Milperra Drain) to the south of Auld Avenue 
(referred to as the Auld Avenue bridge) to carry northbound traffic and retaining the existing bridge for 
southbound traffic  

 Constructing new footpaths on the eastern side of Henry Lawson Drive to connect Tower Road to the 
existing bus stop on the eastbound lanes of Milperra Road and a new footpath on the southern side 
between Henry Lawson Drive to the bus stop on the westbound lanes of Milperra Road  

 Widening the shared user pathway between Flower Power (Keys Parade) and Newbridge Road to three 
metres and reconstructing footpaths along the western side of Henry Lawson Drive, where required  

 Adjusting existing drainage, including lengthening culverts, installing new drainage infrastructure and 
water quality controls 

 Relocating utilities (including electrical, gas, water and telecommunications)  

 Final roadworks including pavement, kerb and gutters, signs, lighting and line marking 
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 Ancillary work for the project including, but not limited to road furniture, tie-in works, landscaping, 
earthworks and the like  

 Temporary ancillary compounds, stockpile sites and associated facilities. 

1.3.2 Key features of the EIS proposal 
Key features of the EIS proposal are identified below for each EIS Proposal Area.  

EIS proposal area 1 – Henry Lawson Drive opposite Tower Road 
The key features of EIS proposal area 1 are: 

 Widening of Henry Lawson Drive northbound lanes 

 Installing of fill embankments along the edge of the new carriageway to meet existing ground levels 

 Extending existing stormwater culvert and installing outlet scour protection measures 

 Installing additional stormwater drainage infrastructure and water quality treatments 

 Installing a vegetated swales along the toe of the new fill embankment 

 Adjusting the existing shared path to suit the new re-alignment and to connect it back to the existing path 

 Installing road furniture, including road safety barriers 

EIS proposal area 2 – Milperra Road opposite Bankstown Airport 
The key features of the EIS proposal area 2 are: 

 Installing a new bus stop relocated from its existing position on Milperra Road 

 Installing a section of a new footpath to the bus stop (connecting to the remainder of the new path to 
Henry Lawson Drive – REF proposal) 

 Installing fill embankments along the edge of the new carriageway to meet existing ground levels 

 Extending existing stormwater culvert and installing outlet scour protection measures 

 Installing additional stormwater drainage infrastructure connecting to the outlet of the extended culvert 

 Installing road furniture, including road safety barriers 

EIS proposal area 3 – Henry Lawson Drive opposite Auld Avenue 
The key features of the EIS proposal area 3 are: 

 Removing of existing ancillary structures 

 Installing temporary fencing, flagging of exclusion boundaries & temporary erosion and sediment controls 
for use as an ancillary facility and construction area 

 Installing fill embankments along the edge of the new carriageway to meet existing ground levels 

 Stabilising the ground surface following the completion of construction to minimise erosion 

1.4 Objectives 
The objectives of the PSI desktop review and site inspection for the overall proposal were to:  

 Identify the potential for past or present activities to have impacted the subsurface at the site and the 
immediate surroundings to identify Areas of Potential Environmental Concern (APECs) 
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 Develop a preliminary Conceptual Site Model (CSM) to provide a preliminary, qualitative assessment of 
the potential risks to human health and the environment at identified APECS (if any) for the REF proposal 
and EIS proposal  

 Identify relevant management and mitigation measures to address potential risks to human health and the 
environment including a recommendation for any additional investigation/s that may be required 

1.5 Scope of works 
This report has been prepared to support the REF and EIS for the proposal and has been prepared in 
accordance with the SEARs for the EIS proposal.  

A CSM for the REF proposal area is included in Section 4.2 which provides a summary of the potential risks 
to human health and the environment based on the information included in this report. 

A CSM for the EIS proposal area is included in Section 4.3 which provides a summary of the potential risks 
to human health and the environment based on the information included in this report. 

The following scope of works was completed to prepare the PSI for both the REF and EIS proposal areas: 

 Collation and review of available desk study information relevant to the site and immediate surrounds 

 Review of previous reports and/or related documents, including council records 

 Review of past and current activities on neighbouring properties and other potential on-site/offsite sources 
of contamination 

 Review of available historical aerials from the 1930s to 2010s. One aerial photograph from each decade 
was reviewed 

 Review of NSW EPA databases, the Contaminated Land Record and Protection of the Environmental 
Operations Act 1997 (NSW) (POEO Act) licences for the site and Parramatta Council LGA 

 Review of geology, soil, topography and registered groundwater bore maps 

 Review of acid sulfate soil (ASS) and salinity risk maps 

 Review of NSW EPA priority Per and Poly-Fluoroalkyl Substances (PFAS) investigation risk sites within 
5 km of the proposal extents/sites 

 Review Department of Defence Unexploded Ordinance Mapping Database 

 Review previous Dial Before You Dig records 

 Other searches of the NSW Government SEED website as required to assess the potential for 
subsurface contamination to be present in the study area 

 Preparation of this PSI report outlining the findings of the desktop study in accordance with Schedule B2 
of the National Environmental Protection (Assessment of Site Contamination) Measure 1999 (as 
amended 2013) and the NSW EPA Contaminated Land Guidelines – Consultants Reporting on 
Contaminated Land (2020) 

1.5.1 Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements 
As sections of the overall proposal intersect with areas mapped as Coastal Wetlands, an EIS has been 
prepared to assess the EIS proposal under Division 4.1 of the EP&A Act. For this EIS, SEARs have been 
issued by the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment, which describe assessment requirements. 
The requirements relevant to the Contamination assessment is presented in Table 1-1. 
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Table 1-1 Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements references 

Reference Requirement  Where addressed  

Contamination 
and soil quality 

An investigation to identify the extent and type of any 
contaminated materials or acid sulfate soils that may be 
encountered during construction of the proposal, and 
associated impacts, including those from uncontrolled historic 
filling 

Section 2.4.4, Section 3 and 
Section 4 

Downstream impacts of contaminated soils on aquatic ecology. Section 2.4.5 and Section 4.  
Further downstream impacts are 
addressed in the Groundwater 
Impact Assessment and the 
Biodiversity Assessment 
prepared for the proposal.  

1.6 Guidance documents 
The PSI report was prepared in accordance with the following guidance documents: 

 National Environmental Protection (Assessment of Site Contamination) Measure 1999 (as amended 
2013) Schedules B1 and B2 

 NSW EPA Contaminated Land Guidelines – Consultants Reporting on Contaminated Land 2020 

 NSW EPA 2017, Guidelines for the NSW Site Auditor Scheme (3rd edition) 

 NSW EPA 2014, Waste Classification Guidelines 2014 and addendum 2016 

 Contaminated Land Management Act 1997 (NSW) (CLM Act) 

 Environmentally Hazardous Chemicals Act 1985 (NSW) (EHC Act) 

 Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (NSW) (POEO Act) 

 Contaminated Land Management Amendment Act 2008 (NSW) No 111 

 Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2001 (NSW) 

 Protection of the Environment Operations (Waste) Regulation 2014 (NSW) 

 Protection of the Environment (Operations) Excavated Natural Material Exemption 2014 (NSW) 

 Department of the Environment and Energy 2016, Draft Commonwealth Environmental Management 
Guidance on Perfluorooctane Sulfonic Acid (PFOS) and Perfluorooctanoic Acid (PFOA) 

 Department of Health 2017, Health Based Guidance Values for PFAS for Use in Site Investigations in 
Australia 

 Heads of EPAs Australian and New Zealand 2020, PFAS National Environmental Management Plan 
Version 2.0 (NEMP 2.0)  

 Other relevant Guidelines made or endorsed by the NSW EPA as applicable 
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2 Site information 

2.1 Site identification 
The overall proposal spans approximately 1.3 km of Henry Lawson Drive from Tower Road to Keys Parade 
in Milperra, and an additional 480 m along Milperra Road and the Newbridge Road Georges River bridge tie 
in, 22 km south-west of the Sydney CBD. The location of the REF and EIS proposal areas are shown on 
Figure 1-1. This PSI has considered an area of at least 500m radius around the REF and EIS proposal areas 
to inform planning and design decisions for the assets and identify the potential for subsurface impacts to be 
present. Some database searches extend to 10km radius from the overall proposal area. 

2.1.1 Current land use and site infrastructure 
The site is currently used as a transport corridor consisting of a two-lane roadway with additional turning 
lanes at the major intersections of Milperra Road/Newbridge Road and at Tower Road. Additional traffic 
lanes expand the road to four lanes total between Tower Road and the intersection with Milperra/Newbridge 
roads and extend south to just north of Auld Avenue. Overhead traffic lights and signage structures are 
present at the main intersection and leading up to it in each direction. A dual lane bridge spans Milperra 
Drain between Auld Avenue and Keys Parade. A shared walking and bicycle path runs along the banks of 
the Georges River. 

2.2 Site features 
Summary of site features in the REF and EIS proposal areas are presented in Table 2-1 and a photographic 
log is included in Appendix B. 

Table 2-1 Site features 

Aspect Details  

Adjacent 
properties 

REF proposal area 
North East– Bankstown Airport lies to the north east of the major Milperra Road/Henry Lawson 
Drive intersection. The Georges River Golf Course also borders the site north of Tower Road.  
North West – The Georges River lies west of the proposal alignment. Recreational land along the 
river borders Henry Lawson Drive to the north west and residential properties are present on the 
western bank of the Georges River. 
South East – The Bankstown Golf Course is situated to the south east of the proposal. The 
residential suburb of Milperra lies further to the south and consists of residential housing and minor 
commercial and retail businesses.  
South West – A small residential area exists along the south west portion of Henry Lawson Drive 
between Newbridge Road and Auld Avenue with recreational areas at the lower south western 
extent of the proposal. 

EIS Proposal Area 1 
North East– Henry Lawson Drive is directly to the northeast of the site followed by Georges River 
Golf Course, recreational pathways and a small commercial business area  
South East – Henry Lawson Drive is directly to the southeast followed by Bankstown Airport and a 
small area of commercial businesses bordering the major intersection of Milperra Road/Henry 
Lawson Drive.  
West – The Georges River lies to the west of the EIS Proposal Area 1. Recreational walkways and 
bike paths also border this area to the west. 

EIS Proposal Area 2 
North – The major arterial road of Milperra Road immediately borders the site to the north followed 
by the Bankstown Airport and a small commercial pocket.  
South/East/West – The Bankstown Golf Course is situated to the south, east and west of this 
area with the major Henry Lawson Drive and Milperra Road intersection also located to the west of 
the site.  
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Aspect Details  

EIS Proposal Area 3 
North – Residential dwellings lie in EIS Proposal Area 3 with bushland directly north of the EIS 
Proposal Area 3 boundary extending to Henry Lawson Drive. Residential dwellings exist further 
north west.  
East – Bushland is directly east of EIS Proposal Area 3 with the Bankstown Golf Course beyond 
that. 
South – A residential dwelling lies immediately south of the site with the Golf Course grounds and 
large commercial complex further south.  
West – Henry Lawson Drive is situated directly west of the site with residential dwellings and 
recreational areas also to the west.  

Nearby sensitive 
land uses  

Surrounding the overall proposal, sensitive receivers include residences and public recreational 
golf courses. 

Local water 
bodies 

The overall proposal is located on the eastern floodplain of the Georges River at a point where it 
meanders. Newbridge Road crosses over the river at this meandering point, where the river bends 
and flows in a westerly direction away from the proposal and then meanders south. A small 
tributary of the Georges River extends underneath Henry Lawson Drive between Auld Avenue and 
Keys Parade. Several small ponds are located within the Bankstown Golf Course (south east of 
the proposal alignment) and the Georges River Golf Course (north east of the proposal alignment. 
As per Figure 1, coastal wetlands are located along the Georges River and east of the proposal 
(near the Bankstown Golf Course and opposite the Auld Ave intersection 

2.3 Site inspection 
Aurecon undertook a site inspection on 28 September 2020 to observe general site conditions and identify 
any potential sources of contamination that may be present across the overall proposal. A photographic log 
of the site inspection is included as Appendix B. At the time of inspection, the following observations were 
made: 

 Due to the urban development over time, the overall slope in the area was relatively flat and slightly falling 
west towards Georges River (refer Photograph 19) 

 There was a significant amount of general rubbish, plastic, rubber, cardboard, wrappers, pieces of glass, 
metal, metals poles and old/damaged car parts (rusty exhaust pipe, car tyres and seats) across the site 
and adjacent to main roads (refer Photograph 22) 

 There were multiple areas of cleared non-vegetated gravelly land along Henry Lawson Drive and Milperra 
Road, which were potentially used for informal parking, temporary stopping, storage and dumping of 
old/damaged car parts. These areas could be minor potential sources of contamination due to the leaking 
of car fluid (fuel, oil, lubricant and coolant). Surface covering consisted of mostly angular to subangular 
rocks and gravels (refer Photograph 6, 16, 36 and 38). Some of these small areas located south along 
Henry Lawson Drive, could be potential sources of contamination due to signs of chemical staining (refer 
Photograph 39 and 40). 

 A storm water culvert was noted on the Georges River embankment at the northern side of the study 
area. This was flowing east to west from the Georges River Golf Course, under Henry Lawson Drive and 
into Georges River (refer Photograph 21). 

 A small unnamed creek is running underneath Henry Lawson Drive from Gordon Park Reserve towards 
Bankstown Golf Club (refer Photograph 7) 

 There are numerous drainage lines observed across the site: 

− A large artificial culvert and drainage line is located north of the Milperra Road intersection, which was 
flowing under Henry Lawson Drive west towards Georges River (refer Photograph 21). Another 
drainage line is running north east to south west adjacent to Henry Lawson Drive and the Georges 
River Golf Course. At the time of inspection, surface water ponding was observed (refer 
Photograph 27). 

− There is a large culvert and artificial drainage line in the east, which is flowing from the Bankstown 
Airport towards Milperra Road and Bankstown Golf Course (refer Photograph 37) 
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− There is a large drainage line with stormwater drains in the south, which is running north to south 
along Henry Lawson Drive (refer Photograph 1) 

 Topsoil consists of mostly vegetated land (grass covering) with patches or bare earth, variable soil types, 
silty clay and clayey silt with gravels (refer Photographs 2, 3, 14, 23 and 41) 

 Aurecon noted evidence of fill across the site, angular to sub angular rocks, pebbles and gravels were 
observed on the ground surface and within the soil (refer Photographs 6, 8, 13, 16, and 40) 

 There were numerous retaining walls, embankments and mounds throughout the proposal area as well 
as drainage lines and main roads. There were obvious mounds along both Henry Lawson Drive and 
Milperra Road to elevate the infrastructure from the surrounding topography and vegetation (refer 
Photographs 1, 12, 19, 22 and 24). 

 There were numerous buildings, facilities and infrastructure on site associated with residential and 
commercial businesses. General services and amenities were observed which included water, power, 
communication and gas. 

 There was a small stockpile of potential fill with angular to sub angular rocks and gravels observed in a 
cleared area to the south adjacent to Henry Lawson Drive (refer Photograph 40) 

 Potential asbestos containing material (ACM) fragments were not observed across the study area 

2.4 Physical environment 

2.4.1 Topography 
Topography at the site and surrounding suburbs is presented in Figure 2, Appendix A.  

The site sits within a natural low point in the region, funnelling down into the Georges River. The site itself is 
roughly 0 to 4 m AHD in elevation and is relatively flat and consistent across the study area. 

Generally, elevation increases to the south and north east of the proposal alignment, with higher elevated 
suburbs above the river valley. A more gradual increase in elevation is seen to the west of site following 
Cabramatta and Maxwells Creeks. 

2.4.2 Geology  

Sydney 1:250 000 Geological Map 
The Sydney 1:250 000 Geological Sheet shows the site is underlain by an alluvium, gravel, sand, silt and 
clay (Qa). Sandstone (Rwp) and shale with some sandstone beds (Rw1) are also mapped east of the study 
area and west over the Georges River. 

Penrith Quaternary Geology Map 
The Penrith 1:100 000 Quaternary Geology map shows the site is underlain by a number of undifferentiated 
lithologies. The following units were noted in proximity to the proposal alignment: 

 Quartz sand, silty sand, silt and clay (Qha) 

 Clayey quartzose sand and clay (Ta) 

 Dark grey to black claystone-siltstone and fine sandstone-siltstone laminate from the Wianamatta Group 
(Rwa)  

 Medium grained sand, clay, silt (Qpn) 
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Coastal Quaternary Geology Dataset 
The Sydney Area 1:100 000 Coastal Quaternary Geological Map shows the site is largely underlain by 
Cenozoic undifferentiated alluvium. These are illustrated in Figure 6, Appendix A. The following units were 
noted in across the proposal alignment: 

 Cenozoic undifferentiated alluvium deposits (TQa) 

 Holocene levee deposits of fluvial sand, silt and clay (Qhal) 

 Holocene backswamp deposits of organic mud, peat, silt and clay (Qhas)  

 Holocene floodplain deposits of silt, fluvial sand and clay (Qhap) 

Two other notable deposits were reported in the surrounding region: 

 A modern fill deposit or Quaternary aged deposits (Qmxf)  

 The Wianamatta Group consisting of sandstone, siltstone and shale exhibiting common bioturbation 
patterns (Twi) 

NSW Seamless Geology Dataset 
The NSW Seamless Geology dataset is mapped in Figure 5, Appendix A. This dataset is the product of the 
NSW Seamless Geology Project, undertaken to compile the best available geological data for the state, 
organised into a series of layers representing the stratigraphic relationships of rock units through time. A 
summary of the relevant maps codes within Figure 5, Appendix A is provided in Table 2-2 below.  

Table 2-2 Geology map codes 

Period Unit ID Name Description 

Quaternary 
deposits 

QH_af Alluvial floodplain 
deposits 

Silt, very fine- to medium-grained lithic to quartz-rich 
sand, clay. 

CZ_a Alluvium Unconsolidated alluvial clay, silt, sand, and gravel 
deposits. 

Q_acw Alluvial channel deposits - 
subaqueous 

Fluvially deposited sand, gravel, silt, clay. 

Q_al Alluvial levee/overbank 
deposits 

Fluvially deposited fine- to medium-grained lithic to 
quartz-rich sand, silt, clay. 

 
The site is underlain with Holocene aged alluvial sedimentary deposits, largely consisting of a mix of silts, 
sands and clays from floodplain and swamp environments. Alluvial floodplain deposits (QH_af) of quartz rich 
sands and clays dominate the southern portion of the proposal alignment. Unconsolidated alluvial clays, silts, 
sands and gravels (CZ_a) are dominant in the northern portion of the proposal alignment and join with 
alluvial levee and overbank deposits along the Georges River to the north west of the site. The Georges 
River itself on the western boundary of the site consists of alluvial channel deposits (Q_acw) of sand, gravel, 
silts and clays, which are also expected to be intersected on the site. No structural features (dykes or veins) 
are mapped at the site. 

2.4.3 Soil landscapes 
The site is within the Soil Landscapes of the Penrith 1:100,000 Sheet (1984).  

The site is underlain with yellow podzolic soils along the western boundary of the study area. Soils are 
characterised as poorly drained coarse loamy sands ranging from very dark greyish brown to a greyish 
yellow brown colour to medium clays appearing yellowish brown with a grey mottling.  

Soils around the Bankstown Airport and surrounds are currently not assessed. 

Soil landscapes across the alignment are presented in Figure 4, Appendix A. 
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2.4.4 Acid sulphate soils 
The ASS risks and boundaries are shown in Figure 3 – Appendix A which are based on the Acid Sulphate 
Soils Risk Maps (DLWC, 1998). 

The risk profiles for ASS in the REF proposal area are provided in Table 2-3 and for the EIS proposal area 
included in Table 2-4. 

Table 2-3 ASS risk mapping – REF proposal area 

ASS risk profile Proposal areas impacted 

High risk 2-4 m Northern portion and minor southern portion of Henry Lawson Drive 

High risk below 4 m Majority of the central portion of Henry Lawson Drive and the western portion of Milperra 
Road 

High risk sediments Not identified to impact on the REF proposal area 

Low risk 2-4 m Eastern and central portions of Milperra Road and some areas within the southern portion 
of Henry Lawson Drive 

Disturbed terrain Southern and some minor northern portions of Henry Lawson Drive 
 
Table 2-4 ASS risk mapping – EIS proposal area 

ASS risk profile Proposal areas impacted 

High risk 2-4 m EIS Proposal Area 1 

High risk below 4 m EIS Proposal Area 3 

High risk sediments Not identified to impact on the EIS proposal areas 

Low risk 2-4 m EIS Proposal Area 2 and 3 

Disturbed terrain Not identified to impact on the EIS proposal areas 

2.4.5 Hydrology and hydrogeology 
The western portion of the overall proposal where the road is parallel to the Georges River falls within the 
Parramatta/Georges River hydrogeological landscape. The northern, eastern and southern portions of the 
study area further from the river are reported as within the Moorebank hydrogeological landscape. 

The Parramatta/Georges River landscape are characterised by low lying Quaternary and Tertiary alluvial 
floodplains of the Georges River and areas of reclaimed land surrounding the river. This landscape is heavily 
influenced by acid sulfate soils and has generally a higher than average salinity, primarily due to cyclic flows 
with estuarine and acid sulphate influences. Flow is generally unconfined through the alluvial soils into the 
Georges River; hence groundwater flow direction is expected mostly to the west. Surface water runoff is also 
expected in this direction towards the river, due to the flat nature of the sites and increasing elevation away 
from the river. 

The Moorebank hydrogeological landscape present in the north, east and south of the proposal alignment is 
characterised by moderate salinity shale layers that cyclically flush salts into the lower lying 
Parramatta/Georges River hydrogeological landscape. The Moorebank landscape is distinguished by its 
terminal-like ponding of the river with minimal acid sulphate influences. 

This hydrogeological landscape (HGL) is distinguished from other areas within the Sydney Metropolitan CMA 
by its very flat, broad and low lying alluvial plain and slowed flow/ponding within the bend in the Georges 
River around the Chipping Norton Lake area. The bend in the river has allowed Tertiary Alluvium to form the 
very flat lying landscape. The Moorebank HGL is distinct from the Parramatta/Georges River HGL because 
of this terminal-like ponding of the river, and that it is not heavily influenced by acid sulfate soils which 
produce a different salinity signature 

Static groundwater levels within the study area and along the alignment are generally expected to be 
shallow, between 0 to 8 m bgl depending on seasonable fluctuations and catchment flows.  
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Groundwater borehole information available through the NSW Water data set (2020) was reviewed for all 
bores within 500 m of the site and is summarised in Table 2-5. These records are all within the boundary of 
the Bankstown Airport and are outside the study area. Due to this proximity, conditions at the site are 
anticipated to remain similar and groundwater conditions can be inferred from this information. 

Table 2-5 Groundwater borehole information 

ID Distance Purpose and status Standing water 
level (m bgl) 

Strata 

GW110200 30 m east Exploration. Unknown 
Status 

5.0 0 – 0.3 m: Loose Fill 
0.3 – 0.8 m: Brown silty Sand 
0.8 – 3.5 m: Yellow brown silty Clay 
3.5 – 5.5 m: Red brown sandy Clay 
5.5 – 8.0 m: Red brown Sand and Clay 

GW112547 30 m east Exploration. 
Functional 

4.8 0 – 0.3 m: Brown sand Fill 
0.3 – 1.4 m: Firm brown clayey Sand 
1.4 – 2.2 m: Brown grey to red Clay 
2.2 – 4.0 m: Brown grey clayey Sand 
4.0 – 8.0 m: High plasticity brown grey Clay 

GW112549 30 m east Exploration. 
Functional 

4.6 0 – 0.2 m: Concrete 
0.2 – 0.9 m: Brown grey Fill 
0.9 – 3.5 m: Brown to grey to red clayey Sand 
3.5 – 6.5 m: Brown to grey sandy Clay 

GW112548 30 m east Exploration. 
Functional 

4.6 0 – 0.2 m: Concrete 
0.2 – 0.3 m: Fill 
0.3 – 0.7 m: Silty Sand 
0.7 – 1.2 m: Sandy Clay 
1.2 – 2.2 m: Brown Clay 
2.2 – 2.6 m: Sandy Clay 
2.6 – 3.2 m: Red fine Sand 
3.2 – 3.6 m: Sandy Clay 
3.6 – 6.2 m: Stiff to hard Clay 
6.2 – 7.0 m: Brown to grey sandy Clay 

GW023146 315 m 
north west 

Private Water Supply. 
Unknown Status 

3.6 N/A 
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3 Site history 
The following sections provide a summary of the history for both the REF and EIS proposal areas. The 
review of aerial photography shows both the REF and EIS proposal areas. 

3.1 Register of contaminated sites 
Under Section 60 of the CLM Act, a person whose activities has contaminated land, or a landowner whose 
land has been contaminated, is required to notify the EPA when they become aware of the contamination 
and if certain conditions are met. 

If people have not been exposed to or are unlikely to be exposed to contaminants, if concentrations in 
groundwater or surface water are unlikely to remain at elevated concentrations, or if threshold criteria is not 
available for the contaminant in question, then reporting may not be required.  

A search of the NSW EPA public register (notified sites and the contaminated land record) of contaminated 
sites was undertaken by Aurecon on 26 September 2020. The results identified four records of notified sites 
within 1 km of the site as shown in Table 3-1. These sites and their relationship with the REF area and the 
EIS proposal areas are shown on Figure 7.  

Table 3-1 Sites notified to the EPA within 1 km of the site 

Address Site name Contamination 
activity 

Management class Distance from site 

479 Henry 
Lawson Drive 

Former Landfill Landfill Regulation under 
CLM Act not required 

Abutting the southernmost 
proposal area to the east  

264 Milperra 
Road 

Caltex Service Station Service Station Regulation under 
CLM Act not required 

Approximately 600 m east  

373 Horsley 
Road 

United Group Rail Pty 
Limited 

Landfill Regulation under 
CLM Act not required 

Approximately 850 m east 

698 Henry 
Lawson Drive 

BP Truck Stop Service 
Station (formerly 7-
Eleven Service Station) 

Service Station Regulation under 
CLM Act not required 

Abutting the central north 
east portion of the proposal 
area  

 
Both the former landfill (now the Flower Power Garden Centre) and 7-Eleven service station may present a 
moderate risk to the REF proposal given its proximity. Refer to Section 4 for further details on potential 
contaminants of concern which may be associated with these two sites. The Caltex service station and 
United Group Rail Pty Limited sites are not considered to pose a risk to the proposal. This is because 
construction is not likely to interact with the groundwater table near to these locations (distance >500 m from 
proposal).  

Impacts to groundwater are considered in detail in the Groundwater impact assessment prepared for the 
overall proposal.  

3.2 Licensed activities under the Protection of the 
Environmental Operations Act 1997 

Aurecon conducted a search on 26 September 2020 for licenced onsite and nearby offsite activities under 
the POEO Act. No licences were found for the overall proposal area, however several licenses were found in 
the surrounding areas as shown in Table 3-2.  
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Table 3-2 Protection of the Environmental Operations Act 1997 license in the area surrounding the proposal 
alignment 

Address Name Licence Status Issued date Distance from site 

43 Ashford Ave, 
Milperra 

Sims Group Australia 
Holdings Ltd 

2207 Issued 21 March 2000 850 m south east 

Auld Ave, Milperra Riverland Estate Pty 
Ltd 

5066 Revoked 2 February 2000 Exact location 
unknown, inferred to be 
abutting the proposal 
area to the west  

268 Milperra 
Road, Milperra 

Goyen Controls Co 
Pty Ltd 

511 Surrendered  14 June 2000 500 m east 

61 Ashford Ave, 
Milperra 

Capral Ltd 11551 Surrendered 10 January 2002 850 m south east 

9/66 Ashford Ave, 
Milperra 

Aplen Pty Ltd 5050 Surrendered 23 March 2000 750 m south east 

33-37 Riverside 
Road, Chipping 
Norton 

Bennedict Recycling 
Pty Ltd 

12794 Issued  18 December 
2007 

500 m west  

14 Alfred Road, 
Chipping Norton 

Normalair-Garrett 
Manufacturing Pty Ltd 

6340 Surrendered  3 April 2000 850 m west  

 
The Riverland Estate was listed for composting activities and later revoked. Given the nature of these 
activities it is unlikely the impact to the proposal area would be significant. 

3.3 Potential PFAS source areas 
There are two PFAS sites subject to the NSW EPA investigation program within 10 km of the overall 
proposal are detailed in Table 3-3. 

Bankstown Airport which lies 80 m east of the proposal area is currently under investigation by the NSW 
EPA following the detection for PFAS in groundwater, surface water and soils. The source of PFAS 
contamination is likely from the historical use of aqueous film forming foam (AFFF) for firefighting purposes. 
Given the persistence of PFAS in the environment, soils and groundwater within the REF proposal area and 
EIS proposal area 1 may be PFAS impacted. Records indicated an additional site, the Holsworthy Barracks 
is within 5 km of the overall proposal area, however, given the distance, it is unlikely to contribute to onsite 
PFAS impacts.  

Table 3-3 PFAS investigation program sites within 10 km  

Name Address Distance from proposal area 

Bankstown Airport  3 Avro Street 80 m west  

Holsworthy Barracks Alec Campbell Drive 4.6 km south west 

3.4 Department of Defence unexploded ordnance 
Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) refers to ammunition which has been fired but has not functioned as designed. 
This ammunition poses a risk as it may easily pose an explosion or fire risk when disturbed. The Department 
of Defence maintains a record of sites confirmed as or suspected of being contaminated with UXO. This 
information is publicly available through their UXO risk mapping application 
(http://www.defence.gov.au/UXO/Where/Default.asp). A search conducted on 26 September 2020 
revealed one record of UXO area within 3 km of the proposal area. Table 3-4 presents the summary of 
information.  
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Table 3-4 Unexploded ordnance record information within 3 km of the proposal alignment 

UXO name ID Description UXO category Location from site 

Bankstown Airport  138 This site was a major WWII Airfield. Small 
quantities of ammunition up to 20 mm have 
been found onsite. The UXO area highlighted 
includes Georges River Golf Course and the 
truck stop area at the Milperra Road and Henry 
Lawson Drive intersection (refer Figure 7 in 
Appendix A).  

Other Abutting the 
proposal area to the 
east.  

 
Potential contaminants associated with UXO include heavy metals and perchlorate which may impact the soil 
and groundwater within the region and along the REF proposal area. Aurecon notes that the area between 
the Airport has been developed with low density residential and light commercial development. This suggests 
that the potential risks from UXO have been mitigated in the REF proposal area. Additionally, significant soil 
disturbance including the widening of Henry Lawson Drive has occurred since WW2. 

Aurecon contacted the Department of Defence on 17 March 2021 to further inquire on the potential to 
encounter UXO in the proposal alignment and the categorisation of the Bankstown Airport as “Other”. The 
response from DoD is included below: 

The reason that Defence categorises the site as ‘Other’ is that, whilst the location was used for military 
purposes during WWII, Defence has no specific records or other evidence that would lead to a higher 
categorisation and the requirement for positive mitigation measures. In 1981 a small quantity of small 
arms ammunition (not normally classed as UXO) was discovered during the construction of one of the 
hangers and was assessed as being the result of an ad-hoc disposal in WWII and not indicative of the 
potential for UXO. 

Defence would recommend that construction activities can progress without the need for UXO remediation. It 
may however, be worth considering an unexpected finds protocol in the site management plans. given the 
very low likelihood of UXO and the fact that any small ad-hoc disposals are unlikely to be High Explosive in 
nature, a full remediation may be unnecessary.  

3.5 Historical aerial imagery 
A review of available historical aerial photographs of the site (1931 to present) was undertaken to assess 
past land use along the proposal alignment. Images were obtained using present day and historical imagery 
from the Spatial Services Collaboration Portal from the NSW Department of Customer Service. Interpretation 
of historical land uses made as part of this review are presented in Table 3-5. 
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Table 3-5 Summary of historical aerial photography  

Photograph Year Overall proposal area 
(REF and EIS) 

Surrounding areas 

 

1930 Proposal area is primarily 
unsealed roads and 
vegetation along the 
riverbank. 

Surrounds are largely 
vacant land and forestry. 
An undeveloped road 
network exists on both 
sides of the river. The 
beginnings of a golf 
course appear as linear 
stretches of vegetation 
are cleared. 
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Photograph Year Overall proposal area 
(REF and EIS) 

Surrounding areas 

 

1951 Proposal area contains 
primarily unsealed road 
with associated nature 
strip area. Construction 
works on several small 
buildings, located at the 
intersection of current 
day Milperra Road and 
Henry Lawson Drive. 

Surrounds are a mixture 
of vacant land, low 
density building areas 
and a golf course. An 
undeveloped road 
network exists on both 
sides of the river which is 
connected via a single 
lane bridge.  
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Photograph Year Overall proposal area 
(REF and EIS) 

Surrounding areas 

 

1961 Roads appear to have 
now been sealed. 
Clearing of trees along 
riverbank area. No other 
significant changes since 
1951. 

Further residential 
development along both 
sides of the riverbank. 
Tip of aircraft runway can 
be identified in the former 
vacant region to the east 
of proposal area.  
Multiple water ponds are 
now visible through the 
golf course area. A 
formal open drain aligned 
west-east has been 
installed along the 
northern boundary of the 
golf course. It also 
appears drainage from 
the runway is being 
directed south beneath 
Milperra Road to the 
open drain near the golf 
course. 
Recreational ovals and 
perhaps a horse racing or 
training track is visible to 
the west of the proposal 
area. 
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Photograph Year Overall proposal area 
(REF and EIS) 

Surrounding areas 

 

1970 Both Henry Lawson Drive 
and Milperra Road have 
been widened (including 
the bridge). A small 
number of residential 
homes on the south east 
of Henry Lawson Drive 
have been impacted by 
the road widening and no 
longer exist.  

Northeast corner has 
been developed into what 
appears to be the start of 
a light industrial and 
commercial site.  
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Photograph Year Overall proposal area 
(REF and EIS) 

Surrounding areas 

 

1978 No significant changes 
since 1970. 

Tower Road has been 
established. Continual 
residential development 
of areas both sides of the 
river. Clearing of trees at 
the Bankston Golf Club 
leading to the 
construction of a number 
of formal water ponds. 
Two buildings have been 
constructed to 
presumably support the 
Bankstown airport.  
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Photograph Year Overall proposal area 
(REF and EIS) 

Surrounding areas 

 

1986 No significant changes 
since 1978.  

Construction of several 
buildings south east of 
the proposal area. 
Runway area appears to 
have been diminished 
into a smaller area, and 
additional airport 
buildings and hangars 
constructed. Clearing of 
trees to establish another 
lake at the Bankstown 
Golf Club.  
Further addition of a 
building at the airport, 
likely to be an aircraft 
hanger as numerous 
small aircraft are visible 
in the aerial photograph. 
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Photograph Year Overall proposal area 
(REF and EIS) 

Surrounding areas 

 

1994 No significant changes 
since 1986. 

Sealing of airport 
runways at Bankstown 
Airport, further additional 
airport buildings and 
hangars. 
Golf course development 
of greens and water 
management systems.  
Sports ovals further 
developed and 
maintained to the west of 
Auld Avenue. 
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Photograph Year Overall proposal area 
(REF and EIS) 

Surrounding areas 

 

2002 Northeast corner has 
been developed into what 
appears to be a light 
industrial and commercial 
site. 

Truckstop area has now 
been developed into 
several buildings and 
large complex. Aircraft 
parking and hangar 
facilities continue to 
expand on the airport 
site. Loss of some 
residential homes on the 
west bank of the Georges 
River. 
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Photograph Year Overall proposal area 
(REF and EIS) 

Surrounding areas 

 

2015 Regrowth of vegetation 
along the south east of 
Henry Lawson Drive and 
south of Milperra Road 
has occurred. No 
significant changes since 
2002 

Further loss of residential 
housing along the west 
bank of the Georges 
River. Roadway and 
surface excavations 
surrounding the hangar 
buildings at Bankstown 
Airport. 
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Photograph Year Overall proposal area 
(REF and EIS) 

Surrounding areas 

 

2018 No significant changes 
since 2015. 

A large complex is being 
constructed to the south 
of the southern extent of 
the proposal area. 
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3.6 Dial Before You Dig records 
The search of Dial Before You Dig records was undertaken on 24 September 2020 to identify existing 
services located in and around surrounding the site. If subsurface contamination exists around the site, 
service trenches may act as preferential pathways for contaminant or vapour migration.  

The following service providers were found to have assets in and/or around the site: 

 Ausgrid 

 BP Australia 

 Endeavour Energy 

 Jemena Gas West 

 Liverpool City Council 

 NBN Co 

 Nextgen 

 Optus and/or Uecomm 

 Roads and Maritime Services 

 Sydney Water  

 TPG 

Telstra did not provide detailed plans for the site and the location. The adjoining Telstra infrastructure has 
been identified in the area during subsequent site investigations and is not considered an unknown risk to 
the proposal. Full search results and responses are provided in Appendix C. 

3.7 Previous environmental investigations 
Previous investigations undertaken along the proposal alignment were reviewed to better assess the site 
conditions as part of the PSI. Two historical reports were reviewed; one from 2012 which detailed the CSM of 
the former landfill site and one from 2019 detailing the results of a geotechnical investigation completed by 
Transport. A brief summary of the scope and results of the investigations are included in the following 
sections. 

3.7.1 Landfill Assessment – Geologix 2012 
Aurecon located an environmental report from 2012 through an internet search. In 2012, Geologix was 
commissioned by Flower Power Pty Ltd to undertake a limited site investigation and to produce the Site 
Conceptual Model – 479 Henry Lawson Drive Milperra, NSW report dated March 2012 (Geologix 2012). The 
report summarised the review of site history information including historical investigations and the results of 
an investigation completed in 2011. Geologix undertook a relative extensive investigation that included: 

 Systematic shallow surface soil sampling across landfill cap on a 50 m grid. All soil samples were 
analysed for a range of COPCs. 

 Collection of five evenly spaced samples of landfill waste beneath the landfill cap 

 Collection of four native soil samples beneath landfill waste at evenly spaced locations  

 Installation of five groundwater wells at evenly spaced across landfill for collection of groundwater 
samples and analysis of range of COPC 

 Surface methane gas emission survey on 25 m grid based transects 

 Measurement of gas accumulation (CH4, CO2, H2S, O2) and explosive limits within the installed 
monitoring wells  

The conclusions of the SCM report included: 

 The property at 479 Henry Lawson Drive was approved for deposition of landfill waste between 1970 and 
1973 and filling may have occurred before that 

 The landfill was not closed per the current regulations and reportedly covered with 4 m of fill material  

 Flower Power Pty Ltd has owned the property since 1980 which had some limited land uses including a 
wholesale garden from 1980-2009 
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 Geologix reported that shallow soil samples contained lead, PCBs and ACM at concentrations or weight 
percents above the Tier I screening values applicable at the time of the investigation 

 The landfill waste was reported to contain household and commercial waste including paper plastic, 
timber, cloth, metal and mixed soil 

 Soil samples from landfill waste showed elevated concentrations of heavy end TPH, PAHs and lead. 
Asbestos fibres were also detected in the soil samples 

 Ammonia was detected at elevated concentrations in natural soil samples. No other COPCs were 
detected at concentrations above the Tier I screening values applicable at the time of the investigation 

 A range of metals, ammonia, cyanide, surfactants and benzene were detected in groundwater samples at 
concentrations above the Tier I screening values applicable at the time of the investigation 

 Methane gas was reported in surface measurements and was found to be accumulating below the landfill 
cap 

 The primary potential risk identified was impacted groundwater discharging to Georges River and the 
accumulation of methane below the landfill cap 

Geologix reported numerous data gaps based on their investigation which were mostly around the lateral 
and vertical delineation of the COPCs detected in the environmental media as described above. Geologix 
recommended a Stage 2 Investigation to address the data gaps.  

Minutes from a Council meeting in 2012 were also located via an internet search The minutes indicated that 
a DA was lodged in 2010 and in 2012 Council was trying to determine if they had authority to establish the 
Conditions of Consent or if Department of Planning , Industry and the Environment (DPI, at that time) had to 
make the determination. Regardless of their authority, Council recommended that a RAP was prepared and 
implemented and a Site Audit Statement and Site Audit Report (SAS/SAR) be required to show the site was 
suitable for the proposed development. 

Aurecon could not locate additional details regarding the on works after 2012. Given the Flower Power was 
constructed at the site, it is reasonable to assume that appropriate remediation was undertaken to render the 
property suitable for that land use. 

3.7.2 Geotechnical Investigation – Transport 2019 
A geotechnical investigation was commissioned by Transport in 2019; Strategic Geotechnical Factual Report 
dated 8 April 2019. As part of the geotechnical works, selected soil samples were analysed for environmental 
contaminants and properties. One borehole and six test pits were advanced as part of this previous 
investigation along the proposed proposal alignment. A total 75 soil samples were collected, however only 
20 were selected for chemical analysis which included the following analytes: 

 PFAS (12 analytes) 

 Asbestos Identification 

 Herbicides 

 ASS 

 Total Recoverable Hydrocarbons (TRH) 

 Benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene 
(BTEXN) 

 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) 

 Phenols 

 Organochlorine and Organophosphorus 
Pesticides (OC/OPs) 

 Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB)  

 Heavy metals 8 (Arsenic, Cadmium, Chromium, 
Copper, Lead, Mercury, Nickel, Zinc). 

The results of these tests indicate the following: 

 Asbestos was not identified over 0.1 g/kg (this was the limit of reporting in any soil sample). One sample 
reported identifiable asbestos at 0.1 g/kg, which the laboratory estimated to have a total concentration 
below the 0.1 g/kg LOR. 

 No herbicides were detected above the limit of reporting in any soil samples 

 Very low concentrations of PFOS were detected in five soil samples 
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 Very low concentrations of PFHxS was detected in three soil samples 

 Metals including: Arsenic, Chromium, Copper, Lead, Nickel, and Zinc were consistently reported above 
the limit of reporting at low concentrations 

 OC/OPs, Phenols, and BTEXN compounds were not detected above the limit of reporting in soil samples 

 Two samples returned minor concentrations of PAH across the suite 

 Minor concentrations of mid to long chained petroleum hydrocarbons were reported in two soil samples  

 Three soil samples reported elevated net acidity concentrations as reported for the acid sulphate suite of 
analysis  

Samples were preliminarily screened against relevant screening criteria within the National Environment 
Protection Measure (NEPM), amended 2013 to determine relative risks associated with the encountered 
contaminant concentrations. PFAS concentrations detected in soil samples were also reviewed against the 
PFAS National Environmental Management Plan (PFAS NEMP) to determine relative risks associated with 
identified PFAS concentrations. The following points were noted during the preliminary screening; 

 All reported PFOS detections were reported at levels below the conservative PFAS NEMP human health 
based criteria for residential soils 

 All reported PFHxS detections were reported at levels below the conservative PFAS NEMP human health 
based criteria for residential soils 

 Metals including; Arsenic, Chromium, Copper, Lead, Nickel and Zinc were reported at concentrations 
below the most conservative NEPM human health screening criteria (for a Residential A land use setting) 

 PAHs reported above the LOR fell below the most conservative human health screening criteria in the 
NEPM (for a Residential A land use setting)  

 Concentrations for mid and long chained Petroleum Hydrocarbons were all reported well below any 
relevant hydrocarbon human and ecological health risk screening criteria within the NEPM  

 Three samples reported net acidity concentrations that could be indicative of the presence of ASS. 

Based on the analytical results, no gross contamination is expected to be encountered across the overall 
proposal area, however the sampling density is not sufficient from which to draw meaningful conclusions. 
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4 Preliminary Site Conceptual Model 

4.1 Overview 
Generally, a CSM provides an assessment of the fate and transport of contaminants of potential concern 
(CoPCs) relative to site specific, subsurface conditions with regard to their potential risk to human health and 
the environment. The CSM takes into account site-specific factors including: 

 Source(s) of contamination 

 Identification of CoPCs associated with past (and present) activities undertaken on and off site 

 Soil types, geology and hydrogeological conditions  

 Vertical and lateral distribution of CoPCs including actual or potential receptors considering both current 
and future land use for both the site and adjacent properties, and any sensitive ecological receptors 

The culmination of the CSM is the assessment of risk based on evaluating Source – Pathway – Receptor 
linkages: 

 Contaminant (source) – A substance that has the potential to cause harm to environmental receptors 

 Pathway – The mechanism by which a receptor is exposed to a source. This can include the transport of 
contamination via water (surface and groundwater), windborne dust, vapours, excavation, direct contact, 
ingestion and deposition  

 Receptor – Humans, plants and animals which may be detrimentally affected by being exposed to a 
source 

The source-pathway-receptor relationship shows the potential hazards based on the nature of the source, 
the degree of exposure of a receptor to a source and the sensitivity of the receptor. On this basis an 
assessment is made of the environmental liabilities associated with the risk. The potential environmental 
risks have been evaluated with respect to potential impacts on:  

 Surface water bodies 

 Groundwater 

 Sensitive sites and ecosystems 

 Current and future site users including future construction workers  

 Current and future adjacent site users 

Potential impacts on downstream ecosystems, such as groundwater dependent ecosystems and other 
sensitive ecosystems are discussed in the Groundwater Impact Assessment and the Biodiversity 
Assessment Report.  

The following sections provide a CSM and evaluation of risks for each the REF proposal area and the EIS 
proposal area. 

4.2 Preliminary CSM – REF Proposal Area 
Based on the information obtained and reviewed during this PSI, the site specific source-pathway-receptor 
assessment for the REF proposal area are summarised in Table 4-1. The APECs identified in this report and 
summarised below are shown in Figure 7, Appendix A. 
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Table 4-1 Conceptual Site Model – REF Proposal Area  

Activities of 
concern 

Potential sources Associated COPCs Pathways Potential 
receptors 

Onsite filling  Presumed presence of fill 
materials imported during 
construction of the Henry 
Lawson Drive and associated 
infrastructure during the 1960s. 

TPH/TRH, BTEXN, 
PAHs, VOCs, 
PCBs, OCP/OPPs, 
metals, PFAS, 
asbestos  

 Dermal contact 
 Incidental 

ingestion/ 
inhalation of 
soils and/or soil 
derived dust 

 Storm water 
runoff into the 
Georges River 

 Downstream 
flow in the 
Georges River 
and associated 
tributaries 

 Inhalation of 
vapours  

 Infiltration to 
groundwater. 

 Onsite 
construction 
workers 

 Offsite 
receivers in 
adjacent 
commercial or 
residential 
properties 

 Surface water, 
particularly the 
Georges River 

 Groundwater  
 Coastal 

wetland flora 
and fauna 
outside of the 
REF Area. 

Airport 
operations 

Bankstown Airport operations 
including the historic use of 
AFFF, UXO, aviation fuels and 
heavy metals.  

TPH/TRH, BTEXN, 
PAHs, VOCs, 
metals, PFAS 

Offsite 
commercial land 
uses 

Potential proximal presence of 
fill materials due to the 
construction of infrastructure 
and buildings around the site. 

TPH/TRH, BTEXN, 
PAHs, VOCs, PCBs, 
OCP/OPPs, metals, 
PFAS, asbestos 

Excavations 
intercepting 
groundwater 
and waterlogged 
soils, ASS 

Excavation and deep piles 
(particularly for the Auld Avenue 
Bridge) likely to encounter 
groundwater or waterlogged 
soils have the potential to 
intercept ASS. ASS are 
considered highly likely to occur 
at various probabilities onsite 
(refer Figure 3, Appendix A), 
and any ground disturbance 
during construction works could 
lead to acid sulphate soils if 
disturbed.  

Acid Sulfate 
Soils/Potential Acid 
Sulfate Soils 

Former Landfill 
operations 

Former landfill identified along 
the south east of the proposal 
alignment at 479 Henry Lawson 
Drive. The SCM Report 
(Geologix, 2012) indicated soil, 
groundwater, and landfill gas 
impacts at this property in 2012. 
During construction, should any 
ground disturbance activity be 
undertaken in the area could 
lead to volatile gas impacts and 
exposed wastes. Impacted 
groundwater may also have 
migrated from this property 
toward Georges River 

TPH/TRH, BTEXN, 
PAHs, VOCs, PCBs, 
OCP/OPPs, metals, 
PFAS, asbestos 
Landfill gases 
(methane and 
carbon dioxide) 

Golf Course 
operations and 
maintenance 

Maintenance and operations of 
the nearby golf courses has the 
potential to introduce herbicides, 
pesticides and excess nutrients 
to the soil profile. These are 
likely to infiltrate the 
groundwater due to frequent 
watering of the grasses and 
flushing of the soil profile. 

Nutrients, 
OCPs/OPPs  

Current petrol 
station 
operations and 
infrastructure 

The status of the BP Truck Stop 
service station (formerly a 7-
eleven service station) and 
associated underground 
infrastructure on Henry Lawson 
Drive is unknown. Potential 
subsurface impacts could be 
encountered at or near this site. 
Further, the service station may 
be impacted by construction 
works requiring management. 

TPH/TRH, BTEXN, 
PAHs, VOCs, 
OCP/OPPs, metals  
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4.3 Preliminary CSM – EIS Proposal Area 
Based on the information obtained and reviewed during this PSI, the site specific source-pathway-receptor 
assessment is summarised in Table 4-2. The APECs identified in this report and summarised below are 
shown in Figure 7, Appendix A. 

Table 4-2 Conceptual Site Model – EIS Proposal Area  

Activities of 
concern 

Potential sources Associated 
COPCs 

Pathways Potential 
receptors 

Onsite filling  Presumed presence of fill 
materials imported during 
construction of the Henry 
Lawson Drive and associated 
infrastructure during the 
1960s. 
Potential fill to private property 
on EIS proposal area 3. 

TPH/TRH, BTEXN, 
PAHs, VOCs, 
PCBs, OCP/OPPs, 
metals, PFAS, 
asbestos 

 Dermal contact 
 Incidental 

ingestion/inhalation 
of soils and/or soil 
derived dust 

 Surface water 
runoff into the 
Georges River 

 Downstream flow 
in the Georges 
River and 
associated 
tributaries 

 Inhalation of 
vapours  

 Infiltration to 
groundwater. 

 Onsite 
construction 
workers 

 Offsite 
receivers in 
adjacent 
commercial 
or residential 
properties 

 Surface 
water, 
particularly 
the Georges 
River 

 Groundwater  
 Coastal 

wetland flora 
and fauna. 

Airport 
operations 

Bankstown Airport operations 
including the historic use of 
AFFF, UXO, aviation fuels and 
heavy metals. If there is gross 
contamination near the 
boundary of the Airport, it 
could migrate to EIS Proposal 
Areas 1 and 2. However, 
would not extend to EIS 
proposal Area 3. 

TPH/TRH, BTEXN, 
PAHs, VOCs, 
metals, PFAS 

Offsite 
commercial 
land uses 

Potential proximal presence of 
fill materials due to the 
construction of infrastructure 
and buildings around the site. 
If there are impacts, they 
could extend to any of the 
three EIS proposal areas. 

TPH/TRH, BTEXN, 
PAHs, VOCs, 
PCBs, OCP/OPPs, 
metals, PFAS, 
asbestos 

Excavations 
intercepting 
groundwater 
and 
waterlogged 
soils 

Excavation at depths likely to 
encounter groundwater or 
waterlogged soils have the 
potential to intercept ASS. 
ASS are considered highly 
likely to occur at various 
probabilities onsite (refer 
Figure 3, Appendix A), and 
any ground disturbance during 
construction works could lead 
to acid sulphate soils if 
disturbed.  
This is potentially relevant to 
EIS proposal areas 1 and 2 
where some excavation may 
be required to extend drainage 
structures.  

TPH/TRH, BTEXN, 
PAHs, VOCs, 
metals, PFAS 

Current petrol 
station 
operations and 
infrastructure 

The status of the BP Truck 
Stop service station (formerly 
a 7-eleven service station) and 
associated underground 
infrastructure on Henry 
Lawson Drive is unknown. 
Potential contamination could 
occur from this site. Further, 
the service station may be 
impacted by construction 
works requiring management. 
If gross contamination is 
present it is possible this could 
extend to EIS Proposal Area 
1. 

TPH/TRH, BTEXN, 
PAHs, VOCs, 
OCP/OPPs, metals 
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4.4 Preliminary risk assessment 
Qualitative risk is assessed by estimating the likelihood of each identified potential SPR linkage occurring 
and the foreseeable consequence of the exposure. Consequences are broadly defined by the definitions in 
Table 4-3. 

Table 4-3 Consequence definitions 

Classification Human Health  Ground/Surface Water Ecological Built Environment 

Severe Irreversible damage to 
human health or death 

Substantial pollution of 
sensitive water 
resources 

Significant change to 
the number of one or 
more species or 
ecosystems. 

Irreparable damage to 
buildings, structures or 
the environment. 

Moderate Non-permanent effects 
to humans 

Substantial pollution of 
non-sensitive water 
resources or small-scale 
pollution 

Change to population 
densities of non-
sensitive species. 

Damage to sensitive 
buildings, structures or 
the environment. 

Mild Slight short tern health 
effects to humans 

Slight pollution to non-
sensitive water 
resources 

Some changes to 
population densities 
but with no negative 
effects on the 
function of the 
ecosystem 

Easily repairable 
effects of damage to 
buildings or structures. 

Negligible No measurable health 
effects to humans 

Insubstantial pollution to 
non-sensitive water 
resources 

No significant 
changes to 
population densities 
in the environment or 
in any ecosystem 

Very slight non-
structural damage or 
cosmetic harm to 
buildings or structures. 

 
Likelihood ratings are defined as:  

 Rare – Has not occurred in the past 5 years OR may occur in exceptional circumstances, i.e. less than 
10% chance of occurring in the next 24 months if the risk is not mitigated. 

 Unlikely – May have occurred once in the last 5 years OR has a 10-30% chance of occurring in the 
future if the risk is not mitigated. 

 Possible – Has happened during the past 5 years but not in every year OR has a 40-60% chance of 
occurring in the next 24 months if the risk is not mitigated. 

 Likely – Has happened at least once in the past year and in each of the previous 5 years OR has a 60-
90% chance of occurring in the next 24 months if the risk is not mitigated. 

 Almost Certain – Has happened several times in the past year and in each of the previous 5 years OR 
has a > 90% chance of occurring in the next 24 months if the risk is not mitigated 

After consideration of likelihood and consequence, the overall risk ratings are assessed in accordance with 
Table 4-4. 

Table 4-4 Risk ratings 

 Likelihood 

Consequence Rare Unlikely Possible Likely Almost Certain 

Severe Low Low to Moderate Moderate to High Very High Very High 

Moderate Negligible to Low Low Moderate Moderate to High High 

Mild Negligible Low Low Low to Moderate Moderate 

Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible to Low Low Low 
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Risk ratings are defined as: 

 Negligible – The presence of the identified source does not give rise to the potential to cause significant 
harm. 

 Low – It is possible that harm could arise to a designated receptor from an identified source though this is 
likely to be mild. 

 Moderate – It is possible that harm could arise to a specific receptor, but it is unlikely that such harm 
would be significant. 

 High – A designated receptor is likely to experience significant harm from an identified source without 
remedial action. 

 Very high – There is a high probability that severe harm could arise to a designated receptor from an 
identified source without appropriate remedial action. 

Aurecon has provided a risk ranking for each of the AECs described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. The risk ranking 
table has been divided between the REF proposal area, Table 4-5 and the EIS proposal area in Table 4-6.  
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Table 4-5 Preliminary risk assessment – REF Proposal Area 

Potential sources Associated COPCs Potential receptors Assessment of potential impact Likelihood Consequence Risk rating 

Onsite filling  Heavy metals, TRH, 
BTEX, PAH, 
OC/OPs, PCBs, 
VOC, PFAS, 
asbestos 

Human  
Future construction workers 
Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and 
Fauna 
Downstream Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and 
Fauna 
 

There may be CoPCs present within uncontrolled fill 
presumed to have been used historically.  
The results of the Geotechnical investigation conducted in 
2019 (Section 3.7) indicated that there were no elevated 
CoPC concentrations in the soil samples collected. 
However, the soil samples were collected from only seven 
locations and the exact sampling locations are not known.  
Therefore, it is unlikely that the full lateral extent of the 
REF proposal area was investigated. It is possible that 
CoPCs at concentrations above the Tier I screening 
values may be present in fill material within the proposal 
area.  
Up to 148m3 of waste may be generated during excavation 
activities. Based on the previous analytical results, soil 
may be General Solid Waste (GSW). Given the extent of 
upgrades it is possible that some areas may generate 
Restricted Solid Waste (RSW) category material) The 
designs of the bridge piles have not been determined yet 
so it is not possible to determine volumes of spoil that may 
be produced during pile construction. 

Likely Moderate Low to 
Moderate 

Airport 
operations 

Heavy metals, TRH, 
BTEX, PAH, 
OC/OPs, PCBs, 
VOC, PFAS  

Human  
Future construction workers 
Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and 
Fauna 
Downstream Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 

The use of the Airport as a Defence facility (around WW2) 
and then an operating airport could lead to a range of 
COPCs being present in the soil and groundwater. 
Identified contaminants within the soil profile have the 
potential for leaching to groundwater and impacting the 
underlying groundwater table, particularly due to regular 
flooding of the site and stormwater infrastructure from the 
Airport which could cause migration to the proposal area. 
Given the extensive development around the Airport, it is 
unlikely that significant impacts extend to off-site areas in 
soil. Low concentrations of COPCs may be detected in 
groundwater in the REF proposal area which are unlikely 
to encountered during the road upgrades 

Unlikely Negligible Low  
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Potential sources Associated COPCs Potential receptors Assessment of potential impact Likelihood Consequence Risk rating 

UXO (explosive 
residues and inert 
industrial wastes) 

Coastal Wetland Flora and 
Fauna 

UXO finds pose a higher risk due to the potential for 
explosive residues and volatile compounds. UXO could 
lead to inert industrial wastes within the soil profile such as 
metal cannisters and other casings. There is a low 
likelihood of encountering these materials due to the 
development of the airport and widening of Henry Lawson 
Drive. Based on review of the available aerial 
photographs, significant soil disturbance has occurred in 
the area since WW2. However, impacts from these finds 
cannot be excluded from consideration due to the 
proximity to the proposal area.  
Correspondence from the DoD indicates there is a very 
low likelihood of UXO being encountered and if there are 
any small ad-hoc disposals are unlikely to be High 
Explosive in nature. 
A recommendation for Unexpected Finds Protocol is 
included in Section 5. 

Unlikely Severe  Low to 
Moderate 

Offsite residential 
and commercial 
land uses 

Heavy metals, TRH, 
BTEX, PAH. OCP 
and OPPs, PCB, 
Asbestos 

Human  
Future construction workers 
Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and 
Fauna 
Downstream Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and 
Fauna 

Any off-site fill (outside of the overall proposal boundary) 
from surrounding site construction is present below hard 
stand and not accessible to potential human or 
environmental receptors. It is highly unlikely that off-site fill 
material would be disturbed during construction activities. 

Unlikely  Negligible Low 
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Potential sources Associated COPCs Potential receptors Assessment of potential impact Likelihood Consequence Risk rating 

Excavations 
intercepting 
groundwater and 
waterlogged soils 

ASS, Sulphuric Acid, 
hydrogenated 
metals, heavy metals 

Human  
Future construction workers 
Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and 
Fauna 
Downstream Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and 
Fauna 

Excavation of soils within the Parramatta/Georges River 
hydrogeological landscape across the alignment could 
expose acid sulphate soils. These areas include south 
west, west and north west sections of the proposal 
alignment (refer to Figure 3). Preliminary laboratory data 
indicated the likely presence of ASS in samples from these 
areas. Once excavated, ASS, if left unmanaged, could 
cause harm to nearby waterways and coastal wetlands, 
flora and fauna in the area, and impact constructability of 
the road upgrade.  
Relatively small volumes of spoil will be produced from 
shallow excavations. Additionally, there are standard 
practices to manage ASS and PASS, particularly the small 
volumes anticipated to be produced during this proposal.  

Likely Moderate  Low to 
Moderate 

Former Landfill 
operations 

Heavy metals, PCBs, 
Nutrients, PAHs, 
TRH, Ammonia, 
BTEX, Landfill gases, 
Acids, and Inert 
landfill wastes 

Human  
Future construction workers 
Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and 
Fauna 
Downstream Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and 
Fauna 

A former landfill is located at 479 Henry Lawson Drive as 
shown on Figure 7 in Appendix A. 
In 2012, elevated concentrations of several COPCs were 
detected in soil and groundwater including ammonia and 
ACM. Methane was detected in subsurface soil vapour 
and reportedly was accumulating (Geologix, 2012). 
In 2012, Council required a Remedial Action Plan (RAP) 
be prepared and implemented to render the site suitable 
for the intended land use as the Flower Power. Council 
also required a Site Audit Statement (SAS) and Site Audit 
Report (SAR) be prepared to verify that the remediation 
and validation works were completed in accordance with 
the applicable guidelines and legislation. 
Aurecon could not locate documentation on the extent of 
remediation or any validation works conducted after 2012. 
However, the Flower Power has since been constructed 
so it is reasonable to assume that remediation and 
validation was completed. 
There is still a risk that impacts from the former landfill may 
still be present at measurable concentrations within or 
near the proposal alignment. Impacts from the former 
landfill could include encountering wastes, COPCs in soil 
and groundwater, LFG and landfill which could become 
exposed and mobilised into the environment during 
construction. Contaminated groundwater may still be 
present and migrating toward Georges River. 

Possible Moderate Moderate 
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Potential sources Associated COPCs Potential receptors Assessment of potential impact Likelihood Consequence Risk rating 

Golf Course 
operations and 
maintenance 

OCPs/OPPs and 
Nutrients 

Human  
Future construction workers 
Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and 
Fauna 
Downstream Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and 
Fauna 

General upkeep and maintenance of the two golf courses 
in the area have the potential for pesticide, herbicide, and 
elevated nutrients from fertiliser use, to migrate offsite 
through surface runoffs, leach into groundwater and 
surface water. 
The presence of nutrients in the proposal area is not a risk 
to this proposal. Given the area is generally sealed, it is 
highly unlikely that OCPs/OPPS have migrated to soils in 
the proposal area. 

Unlikely Negligible Low 

Current BP Truck 
Stop service 
station 
operations and 
infrastructure 

Heavy metals 8, 
TRH, BTEX, PAH, 
VOCs, and PFAS 

Human  
Future construction workers 
Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and 
Fauna 
Downstream Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and 
Fauna 

The status of the BP Truck Stop service station’s 
underground infrastructure is not currently known and 
there is a risk of underground storage tanks (USTs), which 
store petrol and other fuels, to have potentially leaked and 
impacted the surrounding soils and groundwater. These 
could pose a risk to construction workers and the wider 
environment should any spills or leaks be encountered 
during nearby construction works particularly to the north 
of the Milperra Road intersection. Further impacts to 
groundwater from UST leakage are unknown and may be 
encountered during piling works and deeper excavations.  
Preliminary soil analysis during the 2019 geotechnical 
investigation results indicate the presence of PFAS 
compounds and heavy metals in the soil profile in this 
area. 

Possible Moderate Low to 
Moderate  
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Table 4-6 Preliminary risk assessment – EIS Proposal Area 

Potential sources Contaminant Potential receptors Assessment of Potential Impact Likelihood Consequence Risk rating 

Onsite filling  Heavy metals, TRH, 
BTEX, PAH, 
OC/OPs, PCBs, 
VOC, PFAS, 
asbestos 

Human  
Future construction workers 
Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and Fauna 
Downstream Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and Fauna 

There may be intermittent CoPCs present within 
uncontrolled fill presumed to have been used 
historically in and adjacent to these areas.  
Only small volumes of spoil will be generated in EIS 
proposal area works (0.9m3) which can be easily 
managed with standard construction practices. 
 

Possible Low Low 

Airport 
operations 

Heavy metals, TRH, 
BTEX, PAH, 
OC/OPs, PCBs, 
VOC, PFAS 

Human  
Future construction workers 
Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and Fauna 
Downstream Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and Fauna 

The use of the Airport as a Defence facility and then 
an operating airport could lead to a range of COPCs 
being present in the soil and groundwater. 
Identified contaminants within the soil profile have the 
potential for leaching to groundwater and impacting 
the underlying groundwater table, particularly due to 
regular flooding of the site and stormwater 
infrastructure from the Airport which could cause 
migration to the proposal area. 
Given the extensive development around the Airport, 
it is unlikely that significant impacts extend to off-site 
areas in soil. If gross contamination exists in 
groundwater, these could extend to EIS proposal 
Area 1 and Area 2 but are unlikely to be encountered 
during the proposed works.  

Unlikely Negligible Low  

UXO (explosive 
residues and inert 
industrial wastes) 

UXOs would not be a CoPC for the EIS proposal 
areas due to their distance from the Airport.  

Unlikely Negligible Low 
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Potential sources Contaminant Potential receptors Assessment of Potential Impact Likelihood Consequence Risk rating 

Offsite residential 
and commercial 
land uses 

Heavy metals, TRH, 
BTEX, PAH. OCP 
and OPPs, PCB, 
Asbestos 

Human  
Future construction workers 
Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and Fauna 
Downstream Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and Fauna 

Any off-site fill (outside of the overall proposal 
boundary) from surrounding site construction is 
present below hard stand and not accessible to 
potential human or environmental receptors. It is 
unlikely that off-site fill material would be disturbed 
during construction activities. 

Unlikely  Negligible Low 

Excavations 
intercepting 
groundwater and 
waterlogged soils 

ASS, Sulphuric Acid, 
hydrogenated 
metals, heavy metals 

Human  
Future construction workers 
Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and Fauna 
Downstream Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and Fauna 

Excavation of soils within the Parramatta/Georges 
River hydrogeological landscape across the 
alignment are could expose acid sulphate soils. EIS 
proposal area 1 is in an area of high risk of 
encountering ASS. Once excavated, ASS, if left 
unmanaged, could cause harm to nearby waterways 
and coastal wetlands, flora and fauna in the area, 
and impact constructability of the road upgrade.  
Relatively small volumes of spoil will be produced 
from shallow excavations in EIS Proposal Area 1. 
Additionally, there are standard practices to manage 
ASS and PASS, particularly the small volumes 
anticipated to be produced during this proposal. EIS 
proposal areas 1 and 2 are in area of low risk of 
encountering ASS. 

Probable 
(EIS 
Proposal 
Area 1) 

Low Low to 
Moderate 
 

Former Landfill 
operations 

Heavy metals, PCBs, 
Nutrients, PAHs, 
TRH, Ammonia, 
BTEX, Landfill gases, 
Acids, and Inert 
landfill wastes 

Human  
Future construction workers 
Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and Fauna 
Downstream Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and Fauna 

A range of COPCs can be associated with former 
landfills. However, given the distance and direction of 
the landfill to all three EIS proposal areas, and the 
nature of proposed activities on the EIS proposal 
areas, there is negligible risk that they would be 
impacted by former landfill 

Unlikely 
 

Negligible Low 
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Potential sources Contaminant Potential receptors Assessment of Potential Impact Likelihood Consequence Risk rating 

Golf Course 
operations and 
maintenance 

OCPs/OPPs and 
Nutrients 

Human  
Future construction workers 
Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and Fauna 
Downstream Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and Fauna 

General upkeep and maintenance of the two golf 
courses in the area have the potential for pesticide, 
herbicide, and elevated nutrients from fertiliser use, 
to migrate offsite through surface runoffs and 
leaching into groundwater.  
It is possible that nutrients have migrated to EIS 
proposal areas 2 and 3 but if present, they do not 
pose a potential risk to the proposal as construction 
activities in these areas are unlikely to intersect the 
groundwater table. 
 

Possible Negligible Low 

Current BP Truck 
Stop service 
station 
operations and 
infrastructure 

Heavy metals 8, 
TRH, BTEX, PAH, 
VOCs, and PFAS 

Human  
Future construction workers 
Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and Fauna 
Downstream Environmental 
Surface water 
Groundwater 
Coastal Wetland Flora and Fauna 

The status of the BP Truck Stop service station’s 
underground infrastructure is not currently known and 
there is a risk of underground storage tanks (USTs), 
which store petrol and other fuels, to have potentially 
leaked and impacted the surrounding soils and 
groundwater. 
If gross impacts are present below the service station 
it is possible they could migrate to EIS proposal area 
1. Due to location of the service station, the potential 
risk to EIS proposal areas 2 and 3 is negligible.  

Possible Low Low 
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5 Conclusions and recommendations 
The proposal spans approximately 1.3 km of Henry Lawson Drive from Tower Road, Bankstown Aerodrome 
to Keys Parade in Milperra, 22 km south-west of the Sydney CBD. The investigation area also encompasses 
an additional 480 m along Milperra Road and the Newbridge Road Georges River bridge tie in, south of the 
Bankstown Airport. 

This Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI) has been prepared to assess the existing risk and potential land 
contamination impacts within and near the proposal footprint. It will support a REF being prepared by 
Transport under Division 5.1 of the EP&A Act and an EIS being prepared under Division 4.1 of the 
EP&A Act.  

The REF has been prepared for the majority of the proposal area, where Transport can approve works under 
the State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2008 (referred to as the ‘REF proposal’). However, 
as part of the proposal is located within areas mapped as coastal wetlands under the State Environmental 
Planning Policy (Coastal Management) 2018, this part of the proposal is deemed designated development 
and is subject to an EIS. The work within mapped coastal wetlands is referred to as the ‘EIS proposal’. 

5.1 Conclusions 
Based on the desktop information reviewed, available previous reports and information obtained, the 
conclusions are summarised in Table 5-1, which include the relevance to the REF Proposal and/or the EIS 
Proposal.  

Table 5-1 Conclusions for the REF proposal and EIS proposal areas 

Conclusion Relevant to REF 
Proposal (Y/N) 

Relevant to EIS 
Proposal (Y/N) 

Site Physical Setting and History 

Henry Lawson Drive and Milperra Road were constructed sometime between 
1951 and 1961 and have remained road corridors since. The identified 
coastal wetlands appear not to be disturbed over time.  
The Bankstown Airport, located the north east of the proposal alignment, was 
constructed during WW2 and has remained an airport since that time. The 
surrounding land use has been increasingly developed with a mixture of low 
density residential and light industrial/commercial. The Georges River is 
located directly east of the proposal area. 

Y Y 

The proposal area lies in a flat floodplain area for the nearby Georges River 
and is underlain with poorly drained and low permeability soils. Several 
drainage channels carrying runoff underneath Henry Lawson Drive were 
identified during the site inspection to drain directly toward the Georges River 

Y Y 

During previous environmental investigations 20 soil samples were selected 
for laboratory analysis from one borehole and six test pits along Henry 
Lawson Drive and Milperra Road. Preliminarily screening of the analytical 
results against relevant criteria in the National Environment Protection 
Measure (NEPM), amended 2013 and PFAS National Environmental 
Management Plan (PFAS NEMP) indicates concentrations were below 
human health screening criteria. 

Y N 

Areas of Potential Environmental Concern (APEC) 

A former landfill abuts the proposal area to the south where the Flower 
Power Garden Centre is now located. Previous investigations indicated 
elevated COPC concentrations in soil and groundwater as well as elevated 
methane and LFG concentrations (Geologix, 2012). In 2012, Council 
required a RAP be prepared and implemented to render the site suitable for 
the intended land use as the Flower Power. Council also required a SAS and 
SAR be prepared to verify that the remediation and validation works were 
completed in accordance with the applicable guidelines and legislation. 

Y N 
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Conclusion Relevant to REF 
Proposal (Y/N) 

Relevant to EIS 
Proposal (Y/N) 

Aurecon could not locate documentation on the extent of remediation or any 
validation works conducted after 2012. However, the Flower Power has since 
been constructed so it is reasonable to assume that remediation and 
validation was completed. 

An operational petrol station is located along the commercial shopping strip 
at the intersection of Milperra Road and Henry Lawson Drive. 

Y EIS Area 1 only 

Bankstown Airport is located to the north east of the proposal alignment and 
historical practices could have impacted the soil, groundwater and surface 
water across the site. The Airport is currently listed as a potential Per and 
Poly-Fluoroalkyl Substances (PFAS) source area by the NW Environment 
Protection Authority. Additionally, the Bankstown Airport is also listed on the 
Defence unexploded ordinance (UXO) database and unexploded ammunition 
and other associated risks may be present within the airport and surrounding 
areas. 

Y EIS Area 1 only 

Onsite fill materials observed during Aurecon’s site inspection were noted to 
contain evidence of car oils and fuels from spills and car accidents along the 
road shoulder. 

Y Y 

A portion of the proposal area is in an area of high risk for encountering acid 
sulphate soils. These areas are in the south west near Auld Avenue, and the 
north west portion of the REF proposal and in EIS proposal Area 1. The risk 
of encountering ASS/PASS in these areas is from soils from 2-4m are 
disturbed.  

Y EIS Area 1 only 

Conceptual Site Model (Source – Pathway Receptor Linkages) 

The Chemicals of Potential Concern (COPCs) associated with the APECs 
identified above include: Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH), benzene, 
toluene, ethylbenzene, total xylenes, naphthalene (BTEXN), polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), heavy metals, polychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCBs), organochlorine and organophosphorus pesticides (OCPs/OPPs), 
PFAS, asbestos and ASS/PASS. Note that not all of these COPCs are 
related to all of the APECs identified above.  

Y Y 
 
ASS/PASS in 
EIS Area 1 only 

If COPCs are present, the potential pathways by which they could be 
mobilised to a receptor include migration from soil through storm, surface or 
ground water. If impacted soil is disturbed, a human receptor could be 
directly exposed through dermal contact, inhalation or ingestion.  

Y Y 

Under the current site conditions as a road corridor, it is highly unlikely that a 
human receptor could be exposed to impacted soil or water, if present. 
During future construction activities, it is possible for workers to have 
incidental exposure to impacted soil or water if it is present. If impacted soil is 
mobilised to off-site areas, it is possible that off-site human receptors could 
be incidentally exposed.  
There are likely a range of potential ecological receptors in and around the 
Georges River and potentially in the coastal wetland areas. Surface water 
and groundwater are also potential receptors of impacted soil or water, if it is 
present  

Y Y 

Risk Assessment 

It is understood that approximately 184m3 of spoil material will be produced 
for the REF proposal. Additional spoil will be produced for installation of the 
bridge piles for the new bridge duplication over Milperra Drain. However, the 
pile design details have not yet been finalised and therefore, the volume of 
spoil produced during their installation is unknown at this time. Groundwater 
will also likely be encountered during installation of the piles. 

Y N 

There is still a risk that impacts from the former landfill at 479 Henry Lawson 
Drive may still be present at measurable concentrations within or near the 
proposal alignment. Impacts from the former landfill could include 
encountering wastes, COPCs in soil and groundwater, LFG and landfill which 
could become exposed and mobilised into the environment during 
construction. Contaminated groundwater may still be present and migrating 
toward Georges River. 

Y N 

It is understood that approximately 0.9m3 of spoil material will be produced 
by the EIS proposal 

N Y 
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Conclusion Relevant to REF 
Proposal (Y/N) 

Relevant to EIS 
Proposal (Y/N) 

The risk of encountering COPCs in soil at concentrations above the Tier I 
screening values in the REF proposal area is considered low to moderate. 
Given the small volumes of soil waste anticipated to be produced, any 
impacted soil can be managed through standard excavation and off-site 
disposal methods. 

Y N 

The risk of encountering COPCs in groundwater at concentrations above the 
Tier I screening values in the EIS proposal area is considered low. 
Groundwater management measures have been identified in the separate 
report, Groundwater Impact Assessment (Aurecon 2021). 

Y Y 

Bankstown Airport is listed in the Department of Defence UXO database 
indicating there is a potential for UXO to be in the REF proposal area. Given 
the development between the Airport and proposal area since WW2, it is 
unlikely that UXO is present. Correspondence from the DoD indicates there 
is a very low likelihood of UXO being encountered and if there are any small 
ad-hoc disposals are unlikely to be High Explosive in nature. However, it 
cannot be completely discounted. UXOs are not considered to be an issue 
for the EIS proposal areas.  

Y N 

There is a high probability of encountering ASS/PASS in certain areas of the 
REF and in EIS proposal area 1. However, it is unlikely that soils between 2 
and 4m will be disturbed during the proposed construction activities. If 
ASS/PASS are disturbed, there are standard practices that can be employed 
to manage the ASS/PASS 

Y EIS Area 1 only 

 

5.2 Recommendations 
The following environmental management measures are recommended for the overall proposal. Note that 
these recommendations are applicable to both the REF and EIS proposal areas (unless otherwise noted): 

 As part of the detailed design phase of the proposal, a Detailed Site Investigation should be undertaken 
near the APECs showing a moderate risk of COPCs at concentrations above the Tier I screening values 
The scope of the DSI should be detailed in a Sampling Analysis and Quality Plan (SAQP) which should 
include collection of soil, groundwater and landfill gas samples near moderate risk APECS. The scope of 
the DSI should be in accordance with the NEPM 2013 and analytical results compared to the applicable 
Tier I screening values in Schedule B2 of the NEPM 2013.  

 Analytical results from any spoil requiring off-site disposal should be compared to the concentrations in 
the NSW EPA Waste Classification Guidelines Parts 1 to 4 and Addendum 1. If natural soil is disturbed, it 
may meet the definition of Excavated Natural Material and the analytical data should be compared to the 
concentrations and requirements in the ENM Resource Recovery Order and Exemption under the 
Protection of Environmental Operations (Waste) Act 2000. 

 A Construction and Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) should be prepared prior to construction 
commencing. The risk of potentially impacted soil migrating from site during construction, including dust 
generation and runoff can be minimised by utilising standard practices such as dust suppression, and 
erosion and sedimentation control. Other controls should include proper use of work health and safety 
(WH&S) equipment and monitoring of works where asbestos or other contamination is identified. The 
CEMP should also include a Unexpected Finds Protocol (UFP). 

 If soils between 2 and 4 m are disturbed (within the REF proposal and all EIS proposal areas), an Acid 
Sulfate Soils Management Plan (ASSMP) should be included in the CEMP. The ASSMP should be 
informed by the results of the Detailed Site Investigation that would include the identification of presence 
and extent of ASS/PASS, particularly around the proposed bridge duplication works over Milperra Drain 
near Auld Avenue.  

 Prior to any ground disturbance at investigation locations directly west of Bankstown Airport property 
boundary, investigation planning will incorporate an appropriate risk assessment to determine the 
likelihood of the presence of any UXOs and detail any additional management measures if required 
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7 Limitations 
This report has been prepared for Transport. This report has not been prepared for use by parties other than 
the Client, and the Client’s respective consulting advisers and construction contractors. 

This report has been written with the express intent to inform planning and design upgrades at the site. 
Subsurface conditions relevant to future construction works should be assessed by contractors who can 
make their own interpretation of the factual data provided, perform any additional tests as necessary for their 
own purposes and determine the suitability of particular techniques and equipment for the conditions. 

In preparing the report, Aurecon has relied upon data, surveys, analyses, designs, plans and other 
information provided by the client and other individuals and organisations, most of which are referred to in 
the report (the data). Except as otherwise stated in the report, Aurecon has not verified the accuracy or 
completeness of the data. To the extent that the statements, opinions, facts, information, conclusions and/or 
recommendations in the report (conclusions) are based in whole or in part on the data, those conclusions are 
contingent upon the accuracy and completeness of the data. Aurecon will not be liable in relation to incorrect 
conclusions should any data, information or condition be incorrect or have been concealed, withheld, 
misrepresented or otherwise not fully disclosed to Aurecon. 

In accordance with the scope of services, Aurecon has relied upon the data and has not conducted any 
environmental field monitoring or testing in the preparation of the report. The conclusions are based upon the 
data and are therefore merely indicative of the environmental condition of the site at the time of preparing the 
report, including the presence or otherwise of contaminants or emissions. 

Within the limitations imposed by the scope of services, the assessment of the site and preparation of this 
report have been undertaken and performed in a professional manner, in accordance with generally 
accepted practices and using a degree of skill and care ordinarily exercised by reputable environmental 
consultants under similar circumstances. No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made. 
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Appendix B 
Site Inspection Photographic Log 
 

 

  



 

Photographic Log 
 

Client Name 
Transport for NSW (TfNSW) 

Site Location 
Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
510102 

 
Photo 

No. 
1 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
South of Raleigh 
Road, there is a large 
drainage line running 
along Henry Lawson 
Drive on the western 
side. 

 

Photo 
No. 
2 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
Surface conditions 
near the southern 
boundary of the study 
area (south of Keys 
Parade). Vegetated 
land (grass covering) 
with patches of bare 
earth and some 
angular to sub angular 
rocks and gravels.  

 

 



 

Photographic Log 
 

Client Name 
Transport for NSW (TfNSW) 

Site Location 
Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
510102 

 
Photo 

No. 
3 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
South of Keys Parade, 
there is a corridor of 
bare earth traversing 
along the large 
drainage line to the 
south. 

 

Photo 
No. 
4 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
The large drainage 
line diverted near 
Raleigh Road 
towards Milperra Golf 
Driving Range. 

 

 



 

Photographic Log 
 

Client Name 
Transport for NSW (TfNSW) 

Site Location 
Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
510102 

 
Photo 

No. 
5 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
At Keys Parade: The 
site is highly 
urbanised with 
numerous artificial 
drains and gutters 
along Henry Lawson 
Drive. Some of these 
drains lead into the 
large drainage ditch to 
the south. 

 

Photo 
No. 
6 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
At Keys Parade: There 
is an entry and exit 
gate adjacent to Henry 
Lawson Drive, which 
lead into a large area 
potentially used for 
parking, storage 
and/or maintenance. 
Surface conditions 
consisted of cleared 
non vegetated land 
with angular to sub 
angular rocks and 
gravels. 

 

 

 



 

Photographic Log 
 

Client Name 
Transport for NSW (TfNSW) 

Site Location 
Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
510102 

 
Photo 

No. 
7 

Date 
28/10/2020 

  

Description 
South of Auld 
Aveune: An unknown 
creek is flowing 
south west to north 
east under Henry 
Lawson Drive. 

 

Photo 
No. 
8 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
North of the 
FlowerPower site: 
There is an area near 
the southern boundary 
of the site which 
showed signs of 
uncontrolled fill and 
previous development. 
Large amounts of 
angular to sub angular 
rocks and gravels 
were present on the 
surface adjacent to 
Henry Lawson Drive.  
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Client Name 
Transport for NSW (TfNSW) 

Site Location 
Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
510102 

 
Photo 

No. 
9 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
Western side Henry 
Lawson Drive 
(between Auld Avenue 
and Newbridge Road): 
Patches and diverts of 
bare earth were 
present  

 

Photo 
No. 
10 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
Henry Lawson Drive, 
south of Newbridge 
Road: Majority of the 
site is highly urbanised 
and developed with an 
artificial rain gutter and 
numerous drains 
running along both 
sides of Henry Lawson 
Drive in the south. 

 

 



 

Photographic Log 
 

Client Name 
Transport for NSW (TfNSW) 

Site Location 
Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
510102 

 
Photo 

No. 
11 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
There is an area near 
the intersection of 
Henry Lawson Drive 
and Milperra Road, 
which is used for as a 
stopping area. On the 
date of the site 
inspection, a car 
wreckage is parked 
there. This could have 
potential for wrecked 
cars to leak fuel, 
lubricant and coolant 
into the surrounding 
environment 

 

Photo 
No. 
12 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
There is a large 
mound running along 
Newbridge Road, 
providing an 
embankment for the 
Georges River bridge.  

 

 



 

Photographic Log 
 

Client Name 
Transport for NSW (TfNSW) 

Site Location 
Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
510102 

 
Photo 

No. 
13 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
There is a large area 
of bare earth 
adjacent to the bridge 
and Milperra Road.  

 

Photo 
No. 
14 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
Surface conditions 
north of Newbridge 
Road, coverage 
consisted of vegetated 
land (grass covering) 
with patches of bare 
earth and angular to 
sub angular rocks and 
gravels 
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Client Name 
Transport for NSW (TfNSW) 

Site Location 
Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
510102 

 
Photo 

No. 
15 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
There is a fenced 
gate running along 
the Georges River to 
prevent public 
access to the steep 
bank drop-off to the 
river channel 

 

Photo 
No. 
16 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
A gated hardstand 
areas is located 
opposite the BP 
Truckstop and is a 
former car parking site 
for activities on the 
Georges River.  
Surface conditions 
consisted of non-
vegetated land with 
angular to sub angular 
rocks and gravels. 
There is also general 
rubbish and old and/or 
damaged car parts 
dumped in the area. 
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Client Name 
Transport for NSW (TfNSW) 

Site Location 
Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
510102 

 
Photo 

No. 
17 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
Old or damaged car 
parts were observed 
dumped in the gated 
hardstand area 
adjacent to Henry 
Lawson Drive opposite 
the BP Tuckstop. The 
material consisted of a 
rusty exhaust pipe, 
metal poles, a tyre and 
car seat.  

 

Photo 
No. 
18 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
An old building with 
rusty infrastructure is 
present in the north, 
adjacent to Georges 
River. Potential 
Hazardous Building 
Material (HBM) due to 
the age of the building.  
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Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
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Photo 

No. 
19 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
There is a moderate 
mound running along 
Henry Lawson Drive 
in the north. This 
helped elevate the 
road from the 
surrounding 
topography and 
vegetation. Due to this 
mound, there is a 
slight to moderate 
gradient falling from 
Henry Lawson Drive 
towards Georges 
River.  

 

Photo 
No. 
20 

Date 
14/09/2020 

 

Description 
Georges River flows 
along majority of the 
north west and 
western boundary of 
the study area. 
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Client Name 
Transport for NSW (TfNSW) 
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Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
510102 

 
Photo 

No. 
21 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
To the north of 
Tower Road: there 
is a large artificial 
culvert and 
drainage line 
running east to 
west from Georges 
River Golf Coarse, 
under Henry 
Lawson Drive and 
into Georges River.  

 

Photo 
No. 
22 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
To the north of Tower 
Road, there is a 
significant amount of 
general rubbish and 
some dumped old car 
parts adjacent to 
Henry Lawson Drive. 
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Client Name 
Transport for NSW (TfNSW) 

Site Location 
Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
510102 

 
Photo 

No. 
23 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
Surface conditions 
near the far north 
western boundary 
of the site. 
Coverage consisted 
of vegetated land 
(grass covering) 
with patches of bare 
earth and general 
rubbish. There were 
some rocks and 
gravels observed on 
the surface 

 

Photo 
No. 
24 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
North of Tower Road. 
There is a slight to 
moderate gradient 
falling from Henry 
Lawson Drive 
towards a drainage 
line along the 
Georges River Golf 
Course.  
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Transport for NSW (TfNSW) 
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Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
510102 

 
Photo 

No. 
25 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
There is a lot of 
broken glass 
adjacent to Henry 
Lawson Drive near 
the northern 
boundary of the 
site. This could 
potentially be from 
vehicle accidents 
and wreckage, 
which could cause 
contamination from 
leaking of car fluids 
(fuel, lubricant and 
coolant).  

 

Photo 
No. 
26 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
Significant amounts 
of general rubbish 
were observed along 
Henry Lawson Drive, 
adjacent to the 
Georges River Golf 
Course. 
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Photo 

No. 
27 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
There is an artificial 
drainage line running 
north west to south 
east along Henry 
Lawson Drive, which 
diverted from the 
Georges River Golf 
Course.  

 

Photo 
No. 
28 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
Majority of the site is 
highly urbanised and 
developed with an 
artificial rain gutter 
and numerous drains 
running along both 
sides of Henry 
Lawson Drive to the 
north. 
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Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
510102 

 
Photo 

No. 
29 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
There is an area 
adjacent to the BP 
Truckstop, which is 
used by vehicles for 
stopping, parking 
and/or maintenance. 
Tracks of bare earth 
from heavy vehicles 

 

Photo 
No. 
30 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
There is a large 
mound present at the 
intersection of Henry 
Lawson Drive and 
Milperra Road. This 
mound is used to 
elevate the adjacent 
business park from 
the surrounding 
infrastructure, 
topography and 
vegetation.  
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Henry Lawson Drive 

Project ID 
510102 

 
Photo 

No. 
31 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
Small to moderate 
patches of sand were 
observed along the 
base of the mound.  

 

Photo 
No. 
32 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
There were two large 
artificial drains with 
accompanying 
infrastructure adjacent 
to the mound and 
business park, located 
at the intersection of 
Henry Lawson Drive 
and Milperra Road. 
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Photo 

No. 
33 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
A small drainage ditch 
is traversing along the 
intersection of Henry 
Lawson Drive and 
Milperra Road.  

 

Photo 
No. 
34 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
Old areas of asphalt is 
present on the ground 
surface adjacent to 
the large mound, retail 
area and Milperra 
Road. It has been 
overgrown by grass.  
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Photo 

No. 
35 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
Retaining walls were 
used to elevate the 
large mound and 
business park 

 

Photo 
No. 
36 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
There is a cleared 
area adjacent to 
Milperra Road, which 
is used for parking, 
stopping and dumping 
of old or damage car 
parts and general 
rubbish. Surface 
conditions consisted 
of non-vegetated land 
with angular to sub 
angular rocks and 
gravels.  
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Photo 

No. 
37 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
A large artificial culvert 
and drainage line is 
present in the eastern 
boundary of the site, 
which is flowing from 
the Bankstown 
Aerodrome towards 
Milperra Road and 
Bankstown Golf Club. 
As majority of the site 
is highly urbanised 
and developed, there 
is also an artificial rain 
gutter and numerous 
drains running along 
both sides of Milperra 
Road.  

 

 

Photo 
No. 
38 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
Multiple cleared 
non-vegetated 
areas were present 
along Henry 
Lawson Drive, 
which were used for 
stopping and 
parking. South of 
Milperra Road on 
the eastern side of 
Henry Lawson 
Drive, there is a 
large patch of 
dumped asphalt 
and potential 
chemical staining 
observed from 
leaks.  
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Photo 

No. 
39 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
Potential chemical 
staining from vehicles 
adjacent to Henry 
Lawson Drive. 

 

Photo 
No. 
40 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
There were signs of 
uncontrolled fill near 
the south eastern 
boundary of the site. 
South of Milperra 
Road on the eastern 
side of Henry Lawson 
Drive A small patch of 
dumped asphalt and a 
stockpile of material 
with angular to 
subangular rocks and 
gravels were present. 
There are also 
obvious patches of 
chemical staining 
adjacent to the 
stockpile and asphalt, 
which could 
contaminate the 
surrounding 
environment.  
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Photo 
No. 
41 

Date 
28/10/2020 

 

Description 
Surface conditions in 
the south eastern 
portion of the site, 
north of Auld Avenue. 
Coverage consisted of 
vegetated land (grass 
and leaf covering) with 
patches of bare earth 
and rock and gravels.   
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